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Hurricanes’ NHL bold predictions – pass or fail: What we got wrong (and right!) in our 
preseason picks 

The headline on Oct. 15 read “NHL 2022-23 bold predictions: 
A 70-goal scorer, trades, breakouts, awards, more,” and at 
the time, 70 goals indeed looked pretty bold — a threshold 
no NHLer has reached since Teemu Selanne and Alexander 
Mogilny both did in 1992-93. 
 
Now? With the end of the NHL regular season three weeks 
out, the mark is very much in play. 
 
Only not for the player we predicted. 
 
Oilers superstar Connor McDavid — who, to be fair, The 
Athletic did predict in our preseason bold predictions would 
make his first appearance in the 50-goal club in 2022-23 — 
reached 60 goals on Wednesday, with 10 games to play. 
 
On the other hand, Auston Matthews, our preseason pick for 
70, hasn’t made it halfway there with 11 games remaining. 
 
It got us wondering: How are the rest of our picks holding 
up? 
 
So before we get lost in the postseason/offseason hustle — 
and in the spirit of our recent “What we got wrong” series — 
The Athletic asked its NHL staff to take one last look back at 
what they thought might happen in the preseason and to give 
themselves a pass/fail grade for the prediction, along with 
providing an explanation of how it all went so right or wrong. 
 
Too early? For a few, and in those cases, we did allow 
“Incomplete” grades. But most of these, like the McDavid and 
Matthews ones, are settled — for good (we’re fairly lenient 
graders, so an $11 million prediction for a contract that came 
in at $11.25 million is a pass), bad (“Boy, did I overshoot”) or 
ugly (“Do I win a prize of some sort for having the Wrongest 
Prediction?” one writer asked). 
 
Here are all 32 teams’ bold predictions, revisited. 
Anaheim Ducks 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Mason McTavish will win the 
Calder Trophy 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: When you really look at it, I don’t feel like I was all 
that off, but I’m resigned to the fact that Matty Beniers is very 
likely going to win the Calder going away for a Seattle club 
that’s bound for the playoffs unless there’s a complete 

collapse at the end here. But the 20-year-old McTavish has 
given it his best shot at the top rookie honor. He’s fifth in 
rookie goal-scoring (16), tied for third in assists (25) and 
second in points (41) behind Beniers. And he’s doing it for a 
team that doesn’t have a lot of firepower around him. He 
won’t win the Calder, but he deserves a fair number of top-
five votes. — Eric Stephens 
 
    Mason McTavish plays harder minutes this season. And 
there are struggles, but his response to the challenge is 
telling, writes @icemancometh. 
 
    And when it comes time to choose a new Ducks captain, 
McTavish's drive has earned him consideration for the 
C.https://t.co/5XXd4dsbC0 
 
    — The Athletic NHL (@TheAthleticNHL) March 13, 2023 
 
Arizona Coyotes 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Connor Ingram will be the starter 
in goal by Christmas 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: At midseason, this was a hard fail because Karel 
Vejmelka had an outstanding start to the season. But Ingram 
has become more of a factor in the second half and is up to 
25 starts and now has a save percentage (.907) that’s 
actually better than Vejmelka’s (.903). Maybe by Christmas 
of next year, Ingram is either the starter or part of a Coyotes’ 
1A-1B goalie platoon. — Eric Duhatschek 
Boston Bruins 
 
Preseason bold prediction: David Pastrnak will re-sign for 
$11 million annually 
 
Pass or fail? Pass 
 
Analysis: I suppose being off by $250,000 annually is close 
enough to qualify as a pass. In retrospect, it wasn’t that bold 
of a prediction, considering how explosive Pastrnak has 
been. A bolder prediction would have been an AAV higher 
than Nathan MacKinnon’s $12.6 million high-water mark. 
Pastrnak would have deserved it. — Fluto Shinzawa 
 
    The artwork of David Pastrnak’s $90 million contract. 
https://t.co/JFLT1VpxVT 
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    — Fluto Shinzawa (@FlutoShinzawa) March 2, 2023 
 
Buffalo Sabres 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Jack Quinn will score 20 goals 
 
Pass or fail? Incomplete 
 
Analysis: Quinn needs six goals in the Sabres’ final 11 
games to hit the 20-goal mark, so it’s not likely. Quinn has 
had a strong year as a play-driver, though, and shown off his 
goal-scoring ability in flashes. He’s top six on the team in 
shot attempts per 60 minutes, expected goals per 60 and 
high-danger chances per 60 in his first full season. He 
missed a few games with an injury, but based on what we’ve 
seen this season, I’d expect him to get at least 20 goals next 
year. — Matthew Fairburn 
Calgary Flames 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Dillon Dube will score 30 goals 
for the first time 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: Barring a miraculous goal-scoring streak to end the 
season, Dube will end the season short of the 30 mark. But 
that doesn’t make his season as a whole a failure. The 24-
year-old is in the midst of his best season as a pro and can 
still reach the 20-goal plateau with nine games to play. He is 
progressing as an everyday player in the Flames’ lineup. — 
Julian McKenzie 
Carolina Hurricanes 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Jesperi Kotkaniemi will outscore 
Vincent Trocheck 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: Kotkaniemi’s ice-cold start (three points in his first 
20 games) doomed any chance of him truly having a 
breakout season. Still, he has already set career highs in 
both goals and points, and he has 17 points in 20 games in 
February and March. That’s close to the 23 points in 23 
games Trocheck has posted with the Rangers in those same 
two months. — Cory Lavalette 
 
    For @TheAthletic: 
 
    Out of the Montreal spotlight, Jesperi Kotkaniemi 
continues to grow into his potential — and his progression 
gives the Hurricanes a roadmap for getting the most out of 
Jesse Puljujarvi. https://t.co/oyxvVLZKjN 
 
    — Cory Lavalette (@corylav) March 10, 2023 
 
Chicago Blackhawks 
 

Preseason bold prediction: Jonathan Toews will get traded, 
and Patrick Kane won’t 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: We had a few swings and misses on this list, but 
I’m pretty sure I missed by the most, given the exact 
opposite happened. Would Jonathan Toews have been 
traded had he been healthy? No, I don’t believe so. I entered 
the season feeling that Kane was desperately seeking a 
reason to stay and that Toews already had one foot out the 
door. A couple of months into this truly putrid season, it was 
clear that Kane could see the writing on the wall, and that 
Toews was leaning toward staying. — Mark Lazerus 
 
    NEW: Inside the Patrick Kane trade: How it went down, 
and why the Blackhawks got so little in return. 
 
    From me and @ByScottPowers: 
https://t.co/LOVWG8MNVk 
 
    — Mark Lazerus (@MarkLazerus) March 1, 2023 
 
Colorado Avalanche 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Four Avs defensemen will score 
double-digit goals 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: This looks close to impossible at this point, but it’s 
easy to see what my logic was when I made the prediction. 
Cale Makar was a lock to pass 10 goals if healthy, and he’s 
at 16. Bowen Byram has seven, so he could still get to 10 
and likely would have if a lower-body injury hadn’t cost him 
more than 30 games. Devon Toews (six) and Samuel Girard 
(five) are where this falls short. Both have been healthy most 
of the year but won’t reach double digits. — Peter Baugh 
Columbus Blue Jackets 
 
Preseason bold prediction: The Blue Jackets will have a top-
10 power play 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: This prediction looked downright laughable for 
most of the season. The Blue Jackets don’t have a top-10 
power play. They didn’t have a top-30 power play for much of 
the season. On Jan. 18, the Jackets were dead last in the 
league (32nd) at 14.3 percent. I will now defend myself a bit: 
Nobody could have foreseen Columbus losing top point man 
Zach Werenski and top 2021-22 point producer Jake 
Voracek for the season to injuries. The power play has been 
top five in the league over the past two months. So I was 
right, eventually — but it’s too little too late. — Aaron 
Portzline 
 
    The Athletic: Blue Jackets Sunday Gathering 
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    1. Six free agent defensemen who make sense for #CBJ 
    2. Is the power play really better? 
    3. Shelley, Grand-Pierre on QMJHL fighting ban 
    4. Snacks: Updates on Texier, Merzlikins, Chinakhov, 
Pyyhtiā and morehttps://t.co/I5AeuP2iiH 
pic.twitter.com/yAFpA9JyVR 
 
    — Aaron Portzline (@Aportzline) March 19, 2023 
 
Dallas Stars 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Miro Heiskanen will double his 
career high in points 
 
Pass or fail? Pass 
 
Analysis: Cue up the Andy Bernard “nailed it” GIF from “The 
Office.” Heiskanen is having a nice season, with 62 points in 
69 games. He missed three games early in the season, but if 
scores at this pace for the final 10 games, he’ll finish the 
season with 72, which is indeed exactly double his previous 
career high of 36 points. Pete DeBoer’s system, 
quarterbacking the top power-play unit and having a right-
shot partner in Colin Miller has predictably served the young 
superstar well. — Saad Yousuf 
 
    I thought Miro Heiskanen would score 70+ this season, 
and he's on pace to do so. I just didn't know it would fly 
under the radar to this degree. But it's Miro, so it's on brand. 
 
    — Saad Yousuf (@SaadYousuf126) March 22, 2023 
 
Detroit Red Wings 
 
Preseason bold prediction: The Red Wings will have five 20-
goal scorers 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: There’s still an outside chance they get to four, with 
three players between 16 and 18. But as of now, only Dylan 
Larkin has eclipsed 20 for Detroit. The biggest reasons they 
didn’t challenge for five such players have been losing Tyler 
Bertuzzi to injuries and the Jakub Vrana saga. Those two 
were seen as virtual locks to hit the 20-goal mark before the 
season, so getting a combined five from them (in 34 games) 
was a killer. Dominik Kubalik, David Perron and Lucas 
Raymond could all still reach 20, which would at least make 
it close. — Max Bultman 
Edmonton Oilers 
 
Preseason bold prediction: McDavid will score 50 goals 
 
Pass or fail? Pass 
 
Analysis: Give me some credit here. Connor McDavid did 
accomplish my “bold” prediction by scoring 50 goals for the 
first time in his career. Only he did that on Feb. 27. The 

Oilers have played 11 games since then and McDavid has 
scored 10 more times, upping his goal total to 60. I thought I 
was setting a relatively high bar for McDavid. It turns out I 
vastly underestimated him. — Daniel Nugent-Bowman 
 
    Auston Matthews (2021-22): 60 goals in 73 games. 
    Connor McDavid (2022-23): 60 goals in 72 games (so far). 
 
    McDavid has always said goal-scoring doesn't come easy 
for him. That's not the case anymore. 
 
    He's proving he's one of the best scorers of his 
era.https://t.co/uiChiAOFzN 
 
    — Daniel Nugent-Bowman (@DNBsports) March 23, 2023 
 
Florida Panthers 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Sergei Bobrovsky will lose his job 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: Spencer Knight, who began the season as one of 
the game’s top goaltending prospects, remains in the 
NHL/NHLPA player assistance program and out indefinitely. 
Before that, he’d done little to unseat Bobrovsky, 34, though 
neither had been good. Bobrovsky has come around, 
particularly during his .925 save percentage February, and 
the Panthers have, too. Specifically, the prediction was that 
Knight would start the playoff opener for Florida. If the 
Panthers play such a game, it’ll almost certainly be 
Bobrovsky in net. He carries a $10 million AAV for three 
more seasons. — Sean Gentille 
Los Angeles Kings 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Kevin Fiala will have a career-
high point total 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: It was trending that way for Fiala as the dynamic 
winger had 68 points in 66 games and was a hot streak away 
from matching or topping the 85 points he scored for 
Minnesota last season. But an apparent knee injury on 
March 9 at Colorado has kept him out for five games, and 
even if he had an immediate return (which he won’t), he’d 
need 18 points over the Kings’ final 11 contests. That will be 
too tough to do, but playoff-bound Los Angeles will be happy 
with another power-play weapon and offensive force coming 
back into the lineup before the postseason begins. — Eric 
Stephens 
 
    News piece on Kevin Fiala being sidelined and how the 
@LAKings can adjust and handle the injury to their leading 
scorer.https://t.co/q3UokHFuSe 
 
    — Eric Stephens (@icemancometh) March 11, 2023 
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Minnesota Wild 
 
Preseason bold prediction: The Wild will get past the first 
round 
 
Pass or fail? Incomplete 
 
Analysis: I was right then and I’m right now. This was always 
going to be a good team, led by Kirill Kaprizov, that would be 
able to add at the deadline if it played its cards right. 
Kaprizov’s been one of the best players in the league, the 
Wild indeed added at the deadline and they’re flirting for the 
top spot in the division and conference. If Kaprizov’s back 
and fully healthy, they’ll exorcise their first-round demons for 
the first time since 2015. — Michael Russo 
Montreal Canadiens 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Kaiden Guhle will finish in the top 
five in Calder voting 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: Injuries cost Guhle what would have been a 
legitimate shot at sneaking in the back door on many Calder 
ballots. The minutes he was playing, the opposition he was 
facing and the points he was producing would have been 
difficult to ignore had he not missed basically the entire 
second half of the season. — Arpon Basu 
Nashville Predators 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Juuse Saros will win the Vezina 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: Mostly because the Predators have been 
disappointing. It’s hard to say Saros has been a 
disappointment — his numbers are right where they were 
last season when he was a Vezina finalist, and some of the 
underlying numbers are better — but he would have had to 
be outrageous to overcome the shortcomings around him. — 
Joe Rexrode 
 
    Juuse, we hardly know ye. An attempt to change that in a 
conversation with the Preds goalie who is more than just a 
puck-stopping fiend. https://t.co/8ScG7G9Ntk 
 
    — Joe Rexrode (@joerexrode) January 17, 2023 
 
New Jersey Devils 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Jack Hughes will be the top 
scorer in the Metro 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: By the letter of the law, I was wrong: Hughes is not 
going to be the top scorer in the Metro. He is, however, 
second to some really elite company, trailing only Alex 

Ovechkin in goals and Sidney Crosby in points. Regardless 
of his ranking, he’s been able to exceed his breakout season 
with ever-improving puck-moving abilities, plus an emphasis 
on his shot-making. He’s the Devils’ most valuable player 
this season and has become a legitimate star. — Shayna 
Goldman 
New York Islanders 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Ilya Sorokin will be a Vezina 
finalist 
 
Pass or fail? Pass 
 
Analysis: Not much to say here other than Ilya Sorokin is 
easily the Islanders’ MVP this season and were it not for 
Boston’s Linus Ullmark, he’d probably be the Vezina Trophy 
winner. There’s really no doubt at this point that he’s going to 
be a finalist, and he will probably come in second. The 
traditional and advanced stats all reflect how spectacular 
he’s been. — Kevin Kurz 
New York Rangers 
 
Preseason bold prediction: The Rangers will win the Metro 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: It looked dumb the first two months of the season, 
then slightly less dumb, then maybe a little smart and now 
we’re back to out of reach. The Rangers started too slow at 
11-10-5 to have a real shot at the division title, but if they 
reach the Eastern Conference final again, will it matter? — 
Arthur Staple 
Ottawa Senators 
 
Preseason bold prediction: The Senators will make the 
playoffs 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: I suppose the Senators are still technically alive in 
the playoff race, but it seems like a real stretch for them to 
make this prediction a reality at this point. They would 
basically need to run the table and get significant help from 
Florida and Pittsburgh. Ottawa’s playoff chances took a big 
hit when it suffered through yet another abysmal month of 
November, winning just four out of 14 games. The Senators 
have the seventh-best record in the Eastern conference 
since Dec. 1, though, so if the season started on that date, 
they would likely find themselves in a playoff spot. However, 
as fans in this market know all too well, the season starts in 
October — not on some arbitrary date in the middle. — Ian 
Mendes 
Philadelphia Flyers 
 
Preseason bold prediction: The Flyers will trade one of their 
recognizable veterans on long-term contracts 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
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Analysis: Well, I was right that coach John Tortorella 
wouldn’t exactly be the biggest fan of at least one of the 
players on his roster with a big contract. He’s scratched 
Kevin Hayes, Travis Sanheim, Rasmus Ristolainen and Tony 
DeAngelo all at least once this season, though some have 
earned their ways back in his good graces. It’s clear that 
Tortorella sees at least a few vets — namely Hayes — as not 
part of the team he wants to build moving forward. Former 
general manager Chuck Fletcher was unable to move Hayes 
(or pretty much anyone else) at the deadline, however, so 
the “subtraction” that Tortorella wants will have to wait until 
the summer when interim GM Daniel Briere (likely) gets to 
put his first mark on the roster. — Charlie O’Connor 
Pittsburgh Penguins 
 
Preseason bold prediction: The Penguins will win the East 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: Many issues have doomed the Penguins this 
season: goaltending, bottom-six production, limitations (and 
injuries recently) on the backend — and, of course, cap 
mismanagement. The reason for optimism was a stacked top 
six up front, which has delivered. Also, the returns of 
motivated Evgeni Malkin and Kris Letang to team with 
captain Sidney Crosby. Those guys more than made a mark. 
But management constructed a poor roster around its 
talented group of scoring forwards, and the Penguins have 
struggled to overcome those lineup deficiencies. — Rob 
Rossi 
 
    There’s an adage in hockey that goes like this: If you have 
two goalies, you don’t have one. 
 
    Another injury to Tristan Jarry has cast more doubt on 
whether he can be the Penguins' No. 1 
netminder.@Real_RobRossi on the Jarry-Casey DeSmith 
debate.https://t.co/KsLKkJdC4w 
 
    — The Athletic NHL (@TheAthleticNHL) March 24, 2023 
 
San Jose Sharks 
 
Preseason bold prediction: The Sharks will have a top-five 
pick in the 2023 NHL Draft 
 
Pass or fail? Pass 
 
Analysis: Technically, this may be an incomplete … but it’s 
looking pretty good. The Sharks are in 31st place and have 
the fewest points in the NHL since Jan. 1. There’s still time 
for them to go on a mini-heater and pass Chicago and 
Anaheim in the standings. That would leave them vulnerable 
to dropping outside the top five after the draft lottery. But the 
odds of San Jose picking worse than fifth are pretty low. — 
Corey Masisak 
Seattle Kraken 

 
Preseason bold prediction: The Kraken will be Western 
Conference disruptors 
 
Pass or fail? Pass 
 
Analysis: OK, so technically I was wrong when I wrote in our 
original bold predictions that the Kraken would linger “just 
outside the playoff race” — because they’re right in the 
middle of it. But the rest checks out. Seattle is definitely 
playing disruptor in the West. This team wasn’t expected to 
make the playoffs and now is taking away a slot from a team 
that was, like Calgary. The Kraken have stolen key points 
away from their opponents thanks to their scoring depth, and 
it has shaken things up in the West. — Shayna Goldman 
St. Louis Blues 
 
Preseason bold prediction: The Blues will re-sign Vladimir 
Tarasenko 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: Yikes! When I got this assignment, I couldn’t 
remember what my bold prediction was. When I saw that I 
predicted Tarasenko would re-sign, I winced. Well, it was a 
bold prediction — but maybe a little too bold. Tarasenko, of 
course, went to the Rangers in a package trade, which 
appears to be a great deal for the Blues thus far. They got a 
first-round pick and Sammy Blais, who has seven goals and 
11 points in 20 games and re-signed for $1 million next year. 
— Jeremy Rutherford 
 
    Using a trade list Vladimir Tarasenko's agent gave him 21 
months ago, Blues GM Doug Armstrong finally found the 
right fit Thursday.@jprutherford has details on what went into 
the deal for St. Louis and how they got the first-rounder they 
wanted.https://t.co/pU2UPC2xfm 
 
    — The Athletic NHL (@TheAthleticNHL) February 10, 
2023 
 
Tampa Bay Lightning 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Steven Stamkos will score 50 
goals 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: Stamkos has had a memorable and record-setting 
season, reaching 500 career goals and 1,000 points. But the 
Lightning captain will fall short of the 50-goal prediction (he’s 
at 30 with 10 games left). Stamkos has still had a strong 
season, and what matters the most to him is what he does in 
playoffs. — Joe Smith 
 
    Steven Stamkos welcomed to exclusive 500-goal club by 
peers: ‘Rarefied air’ 
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    I talked with other 500-goal scorers on what makes 
Stamkos special, the meaning of the milestone + why it may 
be tougher in coming years to hit #tblightning 
https://t.co/1pYxJLon3q 
 
    — Joe Smith (@JoeSmithNHL) January 19, 2023 
 
Toronto Maple Leafs 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Auston Matthews will sniff 70 
goals 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: GULP! Boy, did I overshoot. There’s a chance 
Matthews won’t even get to 40 this season. I don’t regret the 
prediction, though. Not one bit. Matthews scored at a 67-goal 
pace last year and a 65-goal pace the year before that. He 
was trending toward 70. It didn’t seem the least bit 
unrealistic. What I couldn’t have foreseen is the injuries. 
Matthews has been banged up and playing through injuries 
all season. He recently got over an issue with his hand that 
was affecting his shot. He won’t come close to 70 this year. I 
still wouldn’t rule it out one day in his future, though. — 
Jonas Siegel 
 
    “It just felt like something was off.” 
 
    What’s been bugging Auston Matthews – and why he’s 
finally starting to feel like himself again: 
https://t.co/pAAE4GxuMD 
 
    — Jonas Siegel (@jonassiegel) March 15, 2023 
 
Vancouver Canucks 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Elias Pettersson will hit 40 goals 
 
Pass or fail? Incomplete 
 
Analysis: Pettersson has 11 games remaining and 33 goals, 
so I’ve got a chance, but I’ll need him to get hot down the 
stretch. A hat trick game would do wonders. In any event, I’m 
not admitting defeat on my prediction yet, and not until the 
final buzzer sounds in game 82. And why would I? 
Pettersson’s been outrageous all season and is going to hit 
100 points overall even if he falls short of 40 goals. 
Realistically, the only reason this prediction is more likely 
than not to fall short is that Pettersson’s power-play-goals 
haul has inexplicably been meager, with just four goals with 
the man advantage — two of them coming just last weekend. 
It’s a testament to the level that Pettersson has hit this 
season that this prediction is still alive this late into the 
season despite that. If he can retrieve his customary lethality 
as a power-play finisher next season, look out. — Thomas 
Drance 
Vegas Golden Knights 
 

Preseason bold prediction: Jack Eichel will reach 100 points 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: Eichel is barely halfway to the century mark, with 
55 points and on pace to finish with only 63. It didn’t help that 
he missed 13 games, but even without the injury, he wouldn’t 
have approached triple-digit points. Eichel has been really 
good for stretches, though. Early on, it actually looked like 
this prediction might come true, but he’s also had too many 
stretches where his offensive talent didn’t show. At least, too 
many of those stretches to reach 100 points. — Jesse 
Granger 
 
    Let’s all laugh at how terrible some of my preseason bold 
predictions were. 
 
    Today on @TheAthleticNHL–https://t.co/XmEfUoFYzm 
 
    — Jesse Granger (@JesseGranger_) March 24, 2023 
 
Washington Capitals 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Nicklas Backstrom will return to 
the lineup 
 
Pass or fail? Pass 
 
Analysis: It was no slam dunk that Backstrom would return to 
the Caps’ lineup following offseason hip surgery. The team 
was optimistic. Backstrom was, too. But no one knew for 
sure; it was an uncommon procedure that had produced 
mixed results among pros. On Jan. 8, though, hope became 
reality when the 35-year-old returned. In 30 games, 
Backstrom has six goals and 11 assists, including two goals 
and three assists in the past five. He’s not a first-line center 
anymore, but there’s hope that with a full summer of training, 
he can be an effective middle-six center and power-play 
specialist going forward. — Tarik El-Bashir 
Winnipeg Jets 
 
Preseason bold prediction: Cole Perfetti will be a Calder 
Trophy finalist 
 
Pass or fail? Fail 
 
Analysis: Perfetti hasn’t played since a Feb. 19 loss to the 
Devils due to an upper-body injury that presumably occurred 
during in or around that game. Rick Bowness announced a 
timeline of “at least” eight weeks at the time, making 
Perfetti’s earliest return date April 21 — after the start of the 
NHL playoffs. At the time of his injury, Perfetti was third in 
rookie scoring, though, giving him an outside shot of landing 
in the top three for Calder Trophy voting. It was just going to 
take an even more productive second half. He’d put together 
scorching finishes in junior and in the AHL, so it was 
possible, but it’s not going to happen now. — Murat Ates   
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Preview: March 25 vs. Toronto 

Canes close out their three-game season series against the 
Maple Leafs 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - The Carolina Hurricanes open a back-to-
back set at PNC Arena Saturday, first playing host to the 
Toronto Maple Leafs. 
 
Canes Record: 46-16-8 (100 Points, 1st, Metropolitan 
Division) 
 
Canes Last Game: 2-1 Loss to the New York Rangers on 
Thursday, March 23 
 
Maple Leafs Record: 43-19-9 (95 Points, 2nd, Atlantic 
Division) 
 
Maple Leafs Last Game: 6-2 Win over the Florida Panthers 
on Thursday, March 23 
  
PREVIOUS MEETINGS THIS SEASON 
 
    Sunday, November 6: The Leafs scored three times in the 
final 21:30 to take a 3-1 victory over the Canes. 
    Friday, March 17: Carolina's mistakes cost them, allowing 
Toronto to take a 5-2 win. 
  
NEWS & NOTES 
 
Last Time Out: The Canes and Rangers wrapped up a 
home-and-home set, as well as their four-game regular 
season series Thursday night. It was a tightly contested 
game, but New York netminder Igor Shesterkin proved to be 
the star of the show. Despite allowing a first-period goal to 
Sebastian Aho, he stopped 30 out of 31, allowing his team to 
come from behind and pick up the 2-1 victory. 
 
In Net: Carolina had been utilizing an every-other-game 
rotation between Frederik Andersen and Pyotr Kochetkov, 
however, the team opted to go back to Andersen for a third 
consecutive game on Thursday. Rod Brind'Amour said that 
the team was considering perhaps getting into "more of a 
rhythm" with one of the two netminders. Andersen played 
well on Thursday, stopping 14 out of 16 despite having his 

three-game win streak snapped. Kochetkov's last start came 
last Friday in Toronto. 
 
We're In: The Metropolitan Division's leaders locked up a 
playoff berth Thursday, marking their fifth consecutive run at 
the Stanley Cup. 
 
Moving On Up: Brett Pesce is set to play in his 546th game 
as a member of the Canes tonight, tying Tim Gleason for the 
fourth-most in team history. Glen Wesley (729) still holds the 
record, with just Jaccob Slavin (572), and Justin Faulk (559) 
now in front of Gleason and Pesce. 
 
On The Other Side: Toronto comes to town after a 6-2 
drubbing of the Florida Panthers on Thursday. Filled with star 
power on offense, Mitch Marner's 92 points rank sixth in the 
NHL thus far this season and he is one of four players on the 
team with more than a point per game. Their power play is 
the best in the Eastern Conference at 25.7%. 
 
  
INJURY UPDATES 
 
Injuries are listed below in chronological order. 
 
- Forward Ondrej Kase has been in concussion protocol 
since October 13. Don Waddell said on March 3 that the 
team is not planning on him returning this season. 
- Forward Max Pacioretty tore his Achilles tendon for the 
second time in six months on January 19. 
- Goaltender Antti Raanta suffered a lower-body injury on 
March 7. Raanta took part in the team's limited practice on 
March 22 and then saw some shots at the team's morning 
skate on March 23, but needs to take part in a full team 
practice before he is considered an option to start again. 
- All-Star forward Andrei Svechnikov is out indefinitely due to 
a knee injury suffered on March 11 versus Vegas. The team 
announced on March 14 that he will miss the remainder of 
the season, plus playoffs, due to an ACL injury. 
  
AFTER THE FINAL HORN 
 
The Canes are will get right back to game action Sunday, 
welcoming the Boston Bruins to town. It is the organization's 
annual Whalers Night.
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Toronto visits Carolina after Matthews’ 2-goal game 

Toronto Maple Leafs (43-19-9, second in the Atlantic 
Division) vs. Carolina Hurricanes (46-16-8, first in the 
Metropolitan Division) 
 
Raleigh, North Carolina; Saturday, 7 p.m. EDT 
 
BOTTOM LINE: The Toronto Maple Leafs visit the Carolina 
Hurricanes after Auston Matthews scored two goals in the 
Maple Leafs’ 6-2 win against the Florida Panthers. 
 
Carolina has a 24-9-2 record at home and a 46-16-8 record 
overall. The Hurricanes have a 19-3-6 record in games 
decided by one goal. 
 
Toronto is 43-19-9 overall and 18-12-4 in road games. The 
Maple Leafs have scored 244 total goals (3.4 per game) to 
rank eighth in league play. 
 
The matchup Saturday is the third time these teams play this 
season. The Maple Leafs won 3-1 in the last matchup. 
Matthews led the Maple Leafs with two goals. 
 
TOP PERFORMERS: Sebastian Aho has 31 goals and 29 
assists for the Hurricanes. Jesperi Kotkaniemi has three 
goals and seven assists over the last 10 games. 
ADVERTISEMENT 
 

William Nylander has 36 goals and 45 assists for the Maple 
Leafs. Mitchell Marner has seven goals and nine assists over 
the last 10 games. 
 
LAST 10 GAMES: Hurricanes: 6-4-0, averaging 2.6 goals, 
four assists, 2.8 penalties and 6.7 penalty minutes while 
giving up 2.5 goals per game. 
NHL 
Devils take on the Senators after Hughes' 2-goal showing 
Columbus visits Montreal after shootout victory 
Islanders host the Sabres after Nelson's 2-goal game 
Coyotes take on the Avalanche on losing streak 
 
Maple Leafs: 6-3-1, averaging 3.5 goals, 5.8 assists, 3.8 
penalties and 9.2 penalty minutes while giving up 3.1 goals 
per game. 
 
INJURIES: Hurricanes: Antti Raanta: day to day (lower 
body), Ondrej Kase: out (concussion), Jake Gardiner: out 
(hip/back), Max Pacioretty: out (achilles), Andrei Svechnikov: 
out for season (knee). 
 
Maple Leafs: Victor Mete: out (lower body), Nicholas 
Robertson: out for season (shoulder), Ryan O’Reilly: out 
(finger), Ilya Samsonov: day to day (personal reasons), 
Bobby McMann: out (knee), T.J. Brodie: day to day 
(undisclosed), Jake Muzzin: out for season (spine).
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About Last Night: Clinching in Defeat 

The Carolina Hurricanes lost to the New York Rangers 
Thursday night in PNC Arena, though a Florida loss to the 
Maple Leafs clinched Carolina’s place in the postseason. 
 
By Alec Sawyer 

The Carolina Hurricanes’ offensive endeavors were, once 
again, mostly snakebitten in Raleigh Thursday night, as 
Carolina fell to the New York Rangers 2-1 just two days after 
mounting a third-period comeback to beat the Rangers in 
Madison Square Garden. 
 
Sebastian Aho opened the scoring with a beautiful shot in 
the first period, but that was all the Hurricanes could muster 
on the scoreboard as Artemi Panarin and Adam Fox tallied to 
give the visitors two points. 
 
About last night: 
 
Harmless shots 
 
The Carolina Hurricanes outshot the New York Rangers 30-
16 Thursday night. Which, on paper, is good. 
 
But Carolina’s shots clearly weren’t creating much danger for 
Igor Shesterkin and company, and that showed in both the 
final result and some of the other stuff on paper. 
 
Despite nearly doubling up New York’s shots on goal, the 
Hurricanes had just a 28-24 edge in scoring chances, per 
Natural Stat Trick. In high-danger chances, the Canes held 
just a 12-9 edge. In expected goals, it was just 2.39-2.19 in 
Carolina’s favor. 
 
And of course in the stat that matters more than any, it was a 
2-1 edge for the visitors in PNC Arena to secure two points 
and send the home team out of the building without a point. 
The Canes, despite the 14-shot margin, really didn’t threaten 
the Rangers too much. 
 
Which was also the story of 50 minutes of Carolina’s trip to 
New York Tuesday night. It’s a tad bit concerning, for sure. 
Back-to-back games against a playoff team in a little glimpse 
of what the postseason could look like, and the Hurricanes 

really only played two periods out of six that really resembled 
what they want to do. 
 
It’s certainly not a panic-button moment — the Canes did, 
after all, win that game Tuesday in MSG. But in terms of 
actually creating and finishing dangerous chances, what the 
Hurricanes have shown these two nights here against the 
Rangers probably won’t cut it come the playoffs. 
 
Powerless 
 
Part of those issues came on the power play for the 
Hurricanes, which was frankly awful Thursday night. 
 
The Hurricanes went to the man advantage three times in 
the game, spending a full six minutes with an extra skater on 
the ice. 
 
And in those six minutes Carolina mustered...two shots, 
three scoring chances, two high-danger chances, 0.34 
expected goals and zero goals. 
 
That’s bad. 
 
Clinching in Defeat 
 
It wasn’t all bad for the Hurricanes Thursday night, though. 
 
The Florida Panthers got bullied in a 6-2 loss to the Toronto 
Maple Leafs, and with that the Hurricanes clinched a playoff 
spot for the fifth consecutive year and 18th time in franchise 
history. 
 
Even on a night where Carolina didn’t look great, that’s worth 
celebrating. 
 
Other Thoughts 
 
- Frederik Andersen was fantastic and made some really 
phenomenal saves to keep the Canes in this one. He’s been 
good. 
- Speaking of good, Shayne Gostisbehere played a nice 
game Thursday. He led the team with four shots, drew a 
penalty and blocked two shots, including a big one late in the 
game. He’s been good.

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://theathletic.com/4341586/2023/03/25/nhl-season-bold-predictions-analysis/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/preview-march-25-versus-toronto/c-342640248 
https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-athlete-injuries-hockey-auston-matthews-f50db54b864145ac907e097ca6c5d803 

https://www.canescountry.com/2023/3/24/23654493/about-last-night-clinching-in-defeat  
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Hurricanes’ Brind’Amour is mixing and matching his lines — and here’s 
why it works 

 

Cory Lavalette 

8-10 minutes 24/03/2023 

 

Amid a seven-game point drought, the likes of which he hadn’t 
experienced since his rookie season, Sebastian Aho was at a pivotal 
moment. The first three of those games presented little cause for 
concern. The Hurricanes had won all three to further tighten their grip on 
the top spot in the Metropolitan Division, and Carolina’s by-committee 
scoring approach had served them well all season, even if the last of 
those games was a nail-biting 1-0 win over the Flyers. 

But everything changed on March 11. The Hurricanes — who had scored 
the only goal of that low-scoring win over Philadelphia just 129 seconds 
into that game — were shut out by the visiting Vegas Golden Knights, 
extending the team’s goal drought to nearly 78 minutes. Even more 
concerning was a knee injury to Aho’s linemate, Andrei Svechnikov, that 
sent him to the locker room during the loss. 

Svechnikov returned to finish the game, but it was the last time he’ll see 
the ice this season, after it was discovered he had torn his right anterior 
cruciate ligament and would need surgery. 

Carolina’s scoring drought carried over to another shutout loss the 
following night before the Hurricanes broke through with a 5-3 home win 
over the Jets. 

Aho’s pointless streak, however, continued, hitting seven games in 
Carolina’s loss in Toronto last Friday. 

In Svechnikov’s absence, Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour had tried 
newcomer Jesse Puljujarvi on the top line alongside Aho, hoping to 
rekindle the chemistry the longtime friends had on Finland’s World Junior 
Championship team in 2016. 

With that not working, Brind’Amour again reshuffled his lines, deciding to 
break up the one trio that had stayed together most of the season — 
Jordan Staal centering Jordan Martinook and Jesper Fast — by taking 
Martinook off of Staal’s wing and inserting him alongside Aho. 

Martinook has long been Brind’Amour’s fixer, a straight-line, no-frills 
player whose lack of flair is made up for with his boundless energy and 
determination. 

It took less than a period for Aho to snap out of his funk, scoring from the 
slot off a Martin Necas pass. He scored twice more, getting his seventh 
career hat trick and third this season with a highlight-reel goal that 
victimized former teammate Tony DeAngelo. 

“I think as a team we were pretty cool for a little while, so it’s nice to get 
the big guy going,” Staal said of Aho. 

Then in New York on Tuesday, Brind’Amour reorganized his lines again, 
reuniting Staal and Fast but putting Stefan Noesen on the left wing while 
also shifting Martinook opposite of Teuvo Teravainen on Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi’s line. 

Again, success. 

Noesen, bumped up a line, tied the game just past the midway point of 
the third period. Then Teravainen — left open by the Rangers after New 
York defenseman Adam Fox marked Martinook to goalie Igor 
Shesterkin’s left — redirected a Brent Burns pass into the New York net 
with 2:33 left to give Carolina a 3-2 win. 

The loss of Svechnikov has made one thing more noticeable than 
perhaps ever before: The Hurricanes, who lost to the Rangers 2-1 on 
Thursday, may not have a traditional game-breaker up front, but their 
forwards, if playing Carolina’s system correctly, can be mixed and 
matched until the team finds a spark. 

“For me, it was tough to single anybody out as the difference-maker,” 
Brind’Amour said after the win at MSG. “Everybody had a hand in it. And 
I think not just because of what’s going on here this year with injuries and 
whatnot. It’s just made it that much more. I think we were always like 
that, but now it’s even more so. We’re gonna need everyone 
contributing.” 

That often starts with Martinook, who is having his best season with the 
Hurricanes and has been reliable in both a shutdown role with Staal and 
Fast or, more recently, as a quick fix to jump-start another line. 

“It’s just pace and a little energy to your line, and sometimes that’s all it 
takes,” Brind’Amour said. “(With) Marty, we know whatever line he’s been 
on has been effective throughout his time here. He’s kind of a catalyst. 

“Whether I keep that together or go back to it again, it’s kind of it’s 
comforting from a coach’s standpoint to know what certain guys can do 
for the group, and then it’s just a matter of getting everyone else to piece 
it all together.” 

The flexibility up and down the lineup — whether it means moving one 
player from the third or fourth line to the top six or having several players 
who take faceoffs in different situations — allows Carolina to 
continuously pressure opponents and maintain possession, regardless of 
the players on the ice. 

“I think a lot of it is system,” forward Derek Stepan said. “The style of play 
that we play, outside of the guy taking a faceoff — which a lot of lines 
have two that can do it — the system is set up so that it doesn’t matter if 
you’re playing left, right, center, you just play the game in the system. So 
I think that makes it a lot easier.” 

There’s always an adjustment, but Stepan said new linemates are quick 
to work through any unfamiliarity. 

“Communicating is huge,” he said, “and I think whenever we switch lines, 
I think there’s a lot more communication between the guys that haven’t 
played together a whole lot and it just kind of works that way.” 

The system also allows Carolina to play everyone more frequently and 
not rely solely on its top players. 
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While the Avalanche, for example, have four forwards averaging more 
than 20 minutes a night (and a fourth, Valeri Nichushkin, nearly there at 
19:54), the Hurricanes have no one up front averaging 20-plus minutes 
and just three players over 18 minutes a night, led by Aho’s 19:27. One 
of the other two, Svechnikov, is out. The next nine in ice time among 
current forwards play between 16:40 (Teravainen) and 12 minutes 
(Noesen), and the top 10 forwards in even-strength ice time are 
separated by under 2 1/2 minutes per game. 

“This time of the year, it’s important to be able to have that luxury,” 
Stepan said of the team’s balanced ice time. “Obviously, we know who 
our big boys are, the game-changers, and we’re going to need them to 
be able to play big minutes. But this time of the year, it’s nice to be able 
to have the luxury of maybe not having them play 20, 25 minutes at 
night.” 

It all softens the blow of losing Svechnikov, who had 23 goals and 55 
points in 64 games before being knocked out for the year. 

“We lost a big piece,” Staal said, “so we’re trying to find lines that will fit 
for everyone and make sure that we have a competitive edge on 
everyone.” 

It also gives someone like Puljujarvi a chance to learn his way around his 
new team without having to alter what he’s supposed to do. What he 
would do on the top line with Aho is the same as what is expected of him 
on the fourth line, where he’s currently playing. 

“Any time you come to a new team, it’s difficult,” Stepan, with his fourth 
NHL team, said. “You want to try to get as comfortable as possible. 

“I think that’s the key for (Puljujarvi). And whatever that may be for him 
right now, he’s just got to continue to try to get to that point. He’s playing 
good hockey. … I’ll start worrying when he doesn’t have the chances, 
he’s not getting the looks, that’s when I’ll start to throw a red flag up. But 
this game is hard. It’s not easy to score, especially at this time of the 
year, and he’s just got to keep pushing. I think the more comfortable he 
gets, the better he’ll feel.” 

And if he needs an up-close look at how he can be most effective with 
the Hurricanes, he should just look to Martinook. 

“He’s a simple player that competes hard and goes after pucks and 
pressures teams and players,” Staal said of Martinook. “He’s a player 
that you know where he is on the ice and what he’s about to do and what 
he brings every night, and he does it consistently. 

“He’s a Carolina Hurricane to a T.” 
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What the Boston Bruins’ season can teach the Maple Leafs 

 

Cathal Kelly 

 

The other night the Canadiens were in Boston to play the Bruins. These 
days, that’s an automatic loss. 

Knowing there wasn’t much hope, Montreal coach Martin St. Louis 
skipped past the pregame pep talk and tried bald-facing lying to his own 
team. 

“We’re not scared of [Boston] and we’ve shown that,” St. Louis said. 

Well said. The Canadiens lost anyway. 

If you aren’t scared of the Bruins, that doesn’t make you brave. It makes 
you foolish. You’re not going to outmuscle these guys, out-think them, 

outhustle them … put the word ‘out’ in front of any positive performance-
based noun. You’re not going to do that. Game-plan accordingly. 

Over the span of a single season, are the Bruins the best NHL team in 
history? No. That can’t be determined until they have won a Stanley Cup 
in style. Anything less disqualifies them. 

But they’re headed in the right direction – a +116 goal differential; on 
pace for 64 wins; fastest team in history to 100 points. The Bruins are the 
team Richie Rich owners envision when they’re writing cheques for new 
arenas. A team that can become your legacy. 

But the regular season is just that – regular. If the regular season 
mattered, Toronto would be a more relaxed place to live. 

For now, the question for every other team in the NHL is ‘How do we 
beat these guys?’ 

I don’t know. How about swinging paint cans on ropes? That worked in 
Home Alone. 

If it’s hockey you’re talking about, I’ve got nothing for you. These guys 
don’t just do it better than you, they want it more than you do. Patrice 
Bergeron wants it more than your entire team put together. Unlike your 
guys, he also knows how to get it. 

If all goes to plan (/cue laugh track), the Leafs will be dealing with this 
insoluble problem some time in late April. Since there is nothing specific 
about the Leafs that suggests they are getting by Tampa, even to speak 
of this is a jinx. But were these Leafs to beat these Bruins, one assumes 
all would be forgiven. 

You cost the city 50 years of disappointment and a bad case of middle-
child syndrome? Water under the world’s longest bridge, my friends. 
Everyone’s already forgotten about it. What’s 50 years compared to one 
perfect week in May that no one could afford to see in person? 

(Of course, the really Toronto thing would be beating the Bruins and then 
getting swept by the Islanders.) 

Assuming nothing about who plays who else whenever, let’s skip past to 
the next question everyone should be asking themselves about the 
Bruins – ‘How do we become these guys?’ 

No one is better suited for this sort of sweaty introspection than the 
Leafs. They’re always in some stage of tortured self-examination, not that 
anything ever comes of it. The answer is always, ‘Let’s keep headed in 
the same direction.’ 

For a bunch of years, that made sense. You’ve finally got the players. 
Just don’t get in their way. Don’t confuse them with a bunch of change for 
change’s sake. Let them get comfortable, and then let them do their 
thing. They’ll get it right eventually. 

Whenever someone comes up with a different idea, they are shouted 
down. ‘Oh, you think the coach is going to play in net? Is the GM 
supposed to go into the corners?’ 

Boston suggests that approach is a mistake. 

Last year, the Bruins were the Leafs. They had a decent regular season, 
and then lost a tough one in the first round. 

This year, the Bruins roster is largely unchanged. Same stars, same 
core, same goalies. But so far, a completely different result. All that has 
changed is the coach. 

Nothing about Jim Montgomery’s CV up until he took over the Bruins 
suggests he is some sort of Mozart-level hockey genius. He didn’t make 
it behind an NHL bench until five years ago. He didn’t last two years as 
the head coach in Dallas. 

He didn’t segue to another head-coaching gig. Instead, he became an 
assistant with the St. Louis Blues. After Boston fired Bruce Cassidy, 
Montgomery was chosen. 

And yet. 
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Under Montgomery, the Bruins are a team transformed. We can’t say 
they’re an entirely new team until we see how the postseason shakes 
out, but all signs point to yes. 

Bruce Cassidy is a good coach. He’s made a Stanley Cup final. He’s got 
Vegas playing at a high level. It is no knock on Cassidy to say that 
Montgomery has done things with the Bruins that Cassidy could not. 

A lot of ink has been spilled trying to explain what Montgomery is doing 
different. A lot of it sounds like hockey woo woo. They shoot more. They 
use their speed. They’re playing with confidence. This is all another way 
of saying, ‘I’m not sure.’ 

Maybe Montgomery has a shockingly deep understanding of man 
management, game tactics and motivational nous. And maybe no one 
else in hockey noticed that he had it until he was in his late-40s. 

Maybe it’s a fresh perspective and a few tweaks. Maybe Montgomery 
hangs out in his office all day playing solitaire and lets the players sort 
out the coaching. It doesn’t matter. What matters is results. Montgomery 
is providing them. 

That all started from a change that didn’t have to be made, but was made 
nonetheless. The Bruins had just lost an opening-round series for the first 
time in a few years. In some sports towns, losing has consequences. 

The Leafs still have a lot of runway left. Based on how they look right 
now, they have the advantage of momentum. Given the hysterical way 
this town swings between ecstasy and agonizing, an opening-round 
victory will wash the club clean of all its sins. 

But if things don’t work out this time, Toronto can no longer claim that 
slow-and-steady is the obvious way to go. It has just got a year-long, up-
close demonstration of why it isn’t. 
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For Brendan Shanahan, every loss hurts 

 

CATHAL KELLY 

 

Of all the staffing coups enjoyed by the Toronto Maple Leafs in recent 
years, the original blockbuster was the homecoming of Brendan 
Shanahan. Raised in Mimico – a part of Toronto that is as much a two-
fisted state of mind as it is a place – Shanahan is one of the great players 
this city has produced. He was also magically untainted by 50 years of 
despair. He was a winner and a Torontonian, two things that don’t belong 
together in the hockey context. 

Since becoming club president nine years ago, Shanahan, 54, has 
developed a signature style. Rule No. 1 – don’t say much. Shanahan will 
pop up two, maybe three times a year to speak on behalf of the club. 
Otherwise, he lets his frontline employees do the talking. 

If you can get him going about the glory days in Detroit, what he keeps 
coming back to are the player dinners. Everyone likes a long meal in a 
softly lit spot where all the waiters know what you like, but few enjoy it 
like Shanahan. 

Private rooms in upscale steakhouses across Canada and the United 
States – that’s not the exact place where the Red Wings dynasty was 
built, but Shanahan would probably tell you it was one of them. 

This interview was conducted in his favourite local spot. It’s the sort of 
place where a harried host lights up like a billboard when you say the 
name, ‘Shanahan’, and where the waiter doesn’t bother to ask what 
you’re ordering because you always get the same thing. 

Like the man himself, it’s a throwback to a more cordial, more deeply 
considered time. 

What’s your idea of perfect happiness? 

Two ways. I like long friendships, long relationships and long dinners. My 
other addiction is to winning. Winning at anything. If I don’t have anyone 
to play against, I’ll play against a machine. iPad chess. Whatever. 

What’s your greatest fear? 

I get scared at lots of things, but I don’t get paralyzed by fear. I guess the 
ultimate is death, but what’s the point? Would it help? 

What’s the trait you most dislike in yourself? 

In spite of the fact that I was early today for this, I can at times be tardy. 

What’s the trait you most dislike in others? 

People who aren’t authentic. 

What’s your greatest extravagance? 

I grew up in a house of six. Five men and my mom. We had one toilet 
with no lock on the door and a bathtub. So every day that I get to go into 
my own personal bathroom at home, with my own personal shower, I feel 
like I am the ultimate snob. 

On what occasion might you lie? 

To preserve someone’s dignity. 

Who or what is the great love of your life? 

I would say my father [Donal Shanahan] because he is the great mystery 
and driving force of my life. I had that brilliant experience a son has with 
his dad where nothing he says is stupid, everything he does is amazing. 
He lost his faculties before I got to my teenage pushback years. So he’s 
become mythological to me. 

I didn’t recognize it while I was a player, but looking back now, I see that I 
was such putty in the hands of every coach who tapped into making me 
want to get their approval. 

What would you change about yourself? 

One of the pearls of aging is realizing that if there’s something I want to 
change, I can do that. I try to change things constantly. If someone in my 
family or at work asked me to change something – maybe that’s the 
thing. If they asked, I would consider it. 

What’s your greatest achievement? 

That my children seem to respect me and like me. I mean, love is 
automatic. But when your children start to drift into adulthood, they have 
the option of respecting you or not respecting you. I can feel that respect. 
That’s my greatest achievement. 

If you were to die and come back as a person or thing, who or what 
would it be? 

Anything with a consciousness. I would love to come back as anything – 
a young boy, whatever – but with the consciousness I have now, and just 
sort of try it all over again. 

What’s the lowest depth of misery? 

Every loss. 

Every one? Are we talking regular season, too? 

All of them. Let’s say I’m watching a game at home and it’s winding down 
and we’re losing. My family will just, like, drift away from the room that I’m 
in. All of a sudden, I look up and I’m alone. Yeah, it’s the one thing I have 
to work really hard to manage. You learn how to do it as a professional – 
how to come out of it. But I still have to remind myself every time. 

What’s your most marked characteristic? 
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Hmm. I think some people would think I’m introverted and others would 
call me outgoing. My brother once told me that I’m curious. I thought that 
was right. One of the things driving me out of that one-bathtub house in 
Mimico is curiosity about all sorts of things. I also think I’m relentless. It 
doesn’t always make me great company, but if there’s one thing I could 
pass on to my kids, it would be the ability to get back up from anything. 

Do believe that’s become an undervalued skill? 

I think it’s becoming harder for kids to develop grit. I don’t want to be one 
of those guys who’s like, ‘Well, when we were kids …’ I hate sentences 
that start like that. But I think their world is different now, more difficult. 

Last one. What’s your motto? 

My motto? 

Yeah. Your motto. 

I don’t have a motto and I don’t like people who do. [Bursts into laughter] 
What sort of pretentious asshole has a motto? 
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The Leafs need more from Morgan Rielly after playing him less. Load 
management isn’t just for the NBA 

 

By Dave Feschuk  

 

RALEIGH, N.C.—It’s an NBA innovation the NHL has been loath to 
embrace. 

If resting Kawhi Leonard for more than a quarter of the regular season 
helped bring the Toronto Raptors a championship in 2019, it also 
popularized the phrase “load management.” But while basketball and 
hockey share an 82-game schedule, not to mention a feeling that winning 
in the playoffs is the only thing that matters, the NHL has largely pushed 
back at the notion that it’ll follow in the NBA’s footsteps and start 
mandating that the world’s best hockey players take regular doses of pre-
emptive rest. 

Just this past summer, Boston Bruins forward Brad Marchand replied to 
an Instagram discussion about whether or not the NHL ought to consider 
load management. 

“This ain’t basketball,” came the response from Marchand’s official 
account, “take that soft s--- elsewhere.” 

Give the Maple Leafs credit for putting aside macho pretense. On 
Thursday, they left Morgan Rielly out of the lineup for a 6-2 win in Florida 
not because he was injured, but because the team wanted to give its No. 
1 defenceman a rest. As head coach Sheldon Keefe explained: With 
Rielly having played five games in nine nights — and with the Leafs 
carrying the luxury of a defensive corps rife with options — he was due 
for a sitdown. 

“It’s a good break for him,” Keefe said. 

Nobody’s pretending that sitting out a one-off game is equivalent to 
Leonard sitting out more than a quarter of a season. But the NHL is 
certainly familiar with the concept of giving star players the occasional 
break in the name of Stanley Cup aspirations. 

It was back in 1950 that the Detroit Red Wings made headlines by 
shipping Ted Lindsay, the NHL’s leading points-getter of the day, on a 
late-season, six-day vacation to a southern resort. The Detroit Free 
Press called it “the whackiest event to skid across the ice in seasons.” 
Then and now, it was unfathomable to some that an otherwise perfectly 

healthy athlete would need a day off, let alone six, from playing a kids’ 
game. But nobody was laughing when the scrappy Lindsay won the 
scoring title before helping the Wings win the Stanley Cup. 

Teams can be secretive about such things, but there’ve certainly been in-
season resort vacations granted in more recent memory. Larry Robinson, 
the Hall of Fame defenceman, wrote in his autobiography that he was 
once shipped to Florida for five days of pre-playoff recuperation by 
Canadiens coach Pat Burns in the late 1980s. Steve Yzerman, when he 
was Wings captain, was once given a ticket to the Sunshine State for a 
few days’ rest in the lead-up to the post-season. The great Mario 
Lemieux, in his post-retirement comeback, skipped plenty of games in 
the name of staying healthy. The list is longer. 

But if late-career Lemieux, like Leonard, seemed very much in charge of 
his deployment, the same can’t be said about the selective resting that’s 
been going on in Leafland, albeit mostly with Rielly and his fellow 
defencemen. 

As Keefe said this week: “(General manager Kyle Dubas) and I met with 
all the defencemen a week or two ago and told them that this was going 
to be coming.” 

What’s obvious is that Rielly has appeared less than thrilled with the 
club’s recent habit of playing 11 forwards and seven defencemen, a 
deployment that’s limited him to a handful of games this month in which 
he’s played less than 19 minutes and as little as 17 — relatively scant 
totals for a player averaging a team-leading 22 minutes a game. 

“It’s different, for sure. That’s about it,” he said last week. 

That Rielly would want more ice isn’t surprising. For the bulk of his career 
he’s been remarkably durable and effective. Aside from a 23-game 
absence with a broken foot back in 2019-20 and this year’s 15-game 
absence with a knee injury, Rielly has never missed games in bunches. 
Since he arrived in 2013, he’s played 709 games for the club, 92 per cent 
of available matches. Since 1967 expansion, only defencemen Börje 
Salming and Tomas Kaberle have played more games for the team. 

Still, there’s no denying that Rielly, at age 29, hasn’t been his usual self 
this season. Keefe has spoken of Rielly not consistently having the 
“jump” that, at his best, has made him a supplier of opportunistic offence 
with a powerful enough stride to reliably make up for his occasional sins 
of over-aggression. A few seasons back, Rielly put up a 20-goal, 72-point 
campaign that momentarily threatened Ian Turnbull’s single-season 
record of 79 by a Toronto defenceman. Last season, Rielly’s 10-goal, 68-
point effort made Toronto’s 2021 decision to sign him to an eight-year 
deal worth an annual average value of $7.5 million (U.S.) seem like a 
wise one. 

This season, with Rielly on pace for five goals and 43 points, it’s 
understandable that the Leafs are looking for something to bolster their 
top blueliner. 

It’s hard not to get the sense that Rielly, who has acknowledged his 
ongoing search for confidence, is caught between being a responsible 
defender and a more productive offensive force. In the 15-game stretch 
Rielly missed while rehabbing his knee in late November and most of 
December, the Leafs played their best defensive hockey of the season — 
just 21 goals against at five-on-five in those 15 contests. They did it by 
playing a buttoned-down, conservative style with which Rielly isn’t 
particularly intimate. 

If Toronto’s defensive results haven’t been as good since Rielly returned, 
Thursday’s clinical win over the Panthers was a reminder that the Leafs 
can be a perfectly good defensive team without him. 

Leafs are working on their ‘loose change’ game plan. Will it be the 
difference come playoff time? 

That they’re a better team with Rielly at the height of his powers is 
undeniable, mind you. And it’s hard to pinpoint what’s in the way. 

Maybe it’s the rotating cast of defence partners. Last season, Rielly had 
the stability of being paired almost exclusively with T.J. Brodie. This 
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season, there’s been far less continuity. In his most recent three games, 
Rielly played with three different primary partners: Brodie, Luke Schenn 
and Erik Gustafsson. And this season he’s also spent significant time 
playing beside Timothy Liljegren and Justin Holl. 

Maybe it’s simply the after-effects of the knee injury, or the cumulative toll 
of playing heavy minutes for a decade. Or maybe it’s a bit of both. The 
hope, of course, is that after Thursday’s night off, Rielly will come out 
flying in Saturday’s game here against the Carolina Hurricanes. 

Whether or not Rielly’s jump has been suitably restored by dipping a toe 
into load management, Keefe said that with 11 games to go in the regular 
season and a first-round playoff matchup with the Tampa Bay Lightning 
all but set, the Leafs are likely to continue to find their regulars some pre-
post-season rest. 

“(Resting more players is) something we’ve talked about,” Keefe said. 
“So I think you’ll see more of that trend continue.” 
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Joe Biden baits Maple Leafs in Ottawa speech 

 

Lance Hornby 

 

The Maple Leafs are certainly used to being chirped – just not by the 
leader of the free world. 

U.S. President Joe Biden took a shot at Toronto’s hockey team Friday 
afternoon, during his speech to the House of Commons, a humorous 
icebreaker while venturing into the many areas with “two nations sharing 
one heart” in business, commerce, family and culture, including pro 
sports. 

Don Brennan’s daily hit on the world of sports betting. Whether you’re 
new to sports gambling or an experienced wagerer, this newsletter offers 
trustworthy insights into the odds game. 19+. Please gamble responsibly. 

“Baseball, basketball, hockey,” recited Biden. “I have to say, I like your 
teams, except the Leafs.” 

President Joe Biden didn't hold back on the Toronto Maple Leafs   
pic.twitter.com/v5tDtrxKWV 

— B/R Open Ice (@BR_OpenIce) March 24, 2023 

That brought prolonged cheers and applause from MPs and guests, 
those obviously not from the GTA or who represent areas where the 
other six Canadian NHL teams reside. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and 
wife Sophie laughed along with Biden’s remarks. 

“I’ll tell you why,” continued the 80-year-old Biden, trying to speak over 
the hooting and hollering he’d triggered in the House. “They beat the 
Flyers back in January (6-2 at Wells Fargo Center). That’s why. 

“And if I didn’t say that, married to a Philly girl (Jill Biden), I’d be sleeping 
alone tonight. I like you fellas, but not that much.” 

Biden, born in Scranton, Pa., and a Senator from Delaware, down the 
river of the same name from the old Spectrum, married New Jersey-born 
and Philly-raised Jill in 1977. He admits his loyalty to the orange and 
black one-time Broad St. Bullies pales to his partner’s. 

“Philadelphia fans are the most persistent fans in the world,” Biden told 
the Chicago Tribune in an interview when the Flyers and Blackhawks 
clashed in the Stanley Cup final in 2010. 

Toronto Sun LOADED: 03.25.2023 
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LEAFS NOTES: Coach still figuring out which defencemen will stand 
down in playoffs 

 

Lance Hornby 

 

Rotation Nation on the Maple Leafs defence doesn’t consist of Sheldon 
Keefe spinning a big nine-number wheel every game with some unlucky 
blueliners taking a seat. 

This nonad cluster, made more unwieldy by deadline trades, must rest 
two men a night, three if and when coach Keefe goes back to six and 12 
forwards. On Thursday, the pre-arranged placement worked fine, Morgan 
Rielly resting against the Panthers after five games in nine nights, Erik 
Gustafsson at his most effective since joining the team, Luke Schenn 
reinstated and Justin Holl proving his worth again, a plus three, two hits 
and two blocks. 

Don Brennan’s daily hit on the world of sports betting. Whether you’re 
new to sports gambling or an experienced wagerer, this newsletter offers 
trustworthy insights into the odds game. 19+. Please gamble responsibly. 

“This little phase of the schedule for sure is something we’ve talked 
about,” Keefe said after his team downed Florida 6-2. “Kyle (general 
manager Dubas) and I met with all the defencemen a week or so ago 
and told them this was going to be coming. 

“We’ve gone down the list of guys pretty much (including nights off for 
workhorse Mark Giordano and TJ Brodie as a precaution after a shot 
block injury). This has been a busy stretch and we have a back-to-back 
coming (Saturday in Raleigh, Sunday in Nashville). You’ll see more of 
that trend continue.” 

But settling on pairings for the playoff series against Tampa Bay is still 
open-ended in the remaining 11 games. Brodie and Jake McCabe look 
effective, Holl and Giordano have chemistry, but Rielly is a mainstay who 
must be worked in, Luke Schenn has size and oozes enthusiasm, while 
Swedes Gustafsson and Timothy Liljegren are still seeking ideal 
situations. Conor Timmins is in reserve, but using seven a night and 
keeping so many bodies in game shape makes for a difficult balance. 

“It’s part of being where we’re at and healthy,” Keefe said. “You give 
Rielly the night off so you’re leaning on Gus a little more, a good chance 
for him to get comfortable and show his skills. I thought he moved the 
puck really well and very clean on the power play. He played more 
minutes 5-on-5, too. With everything but the penalty he took in the third 
period, he did a good job.” 

Though the Leafs have not advanced beyond the first round for years, if 
they are to do it this time, they’ll require that defensive depth. 

“We’ve all gotten used to each other,” Giordano said. “We’ve played with 
a lot of different guys. It’s just about communication, getting reads and 
little tendencies. That’s important, especially with some new guys. 
Different situations, different games always come up and you have to 
play with different guys.” 

BOLTING DOWN SECOND 

While the Leafs are on a five-game trip (2-1 so far), the Lightning have 
dropped a pair to Montreal and Ottawa as they start four on the road, 
having fallen five points back of the second-place Leafs, Toronto with two 
games in hand. 

While the final regular season meeting with the Leafs on April 11 at 
Amalie Arena will be eagerly anticipated, Toronto would prefer to keep 
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picking up points against non-playoff foes and have home ice locked up 
before that date. 

The Leafs met fire with fire in Florida as it battled to get back as a 
wildcard seed, but after the Carolina game comes five against teams now 
out of a spot, including a rematch with the Panthers. 

Pending the imminent birth of Ilya Samsonov’s first child, Matt Murray 
and Joseph Woll could split this weekend’s series in net. 

NO WILLY NILLY 

There was great relief Thursday that winger William Nylander ended a 
season-long four game goal slump — in a return to the top six with John 
Tavares and Michael Bunting. He continues his career year of 36 goals 
and 80-plus points. 

“He’s one of the best in the league and does it all the time, so even when 
it’s not going in for him, I don’t think we’re worried and he isn’t either,” 
Bunting said. “He knows it’s going to come back. Willy is feeling it.” 

Keefe, who called Nylander out a couple of games ago and dropped him 
to the third line, can put the crop down for now. 

“He was skating again, moving the puck well and he goes to the net to 
get a goal,” Keefe said. “I thought John was excellent as well. When 
those guys are playing well individually, the line of course is going to do 
well.” 

GO FOR IT, KNIES 

Matthew Knies was somehow shut out of his Minnesota Golden Gophers’ 
9-2 win over Canisius at the NCAA Fargo regional on Thursday, while 
fellow Leaf pick, defenceman Michael Koster had two assists. 

But top-ranked Minny moved on after trailing Canisius early in the match 
and plays state rival St. Cloud Saturday night in the final. If Knies’ team 
loses, he’ll sign with the Leafs. That Saturday game involves another 
Leaf pick, Finnish right winger Veeti Miettinen, who had 36 points in 40 
games for the Huskies this year, with a goal and assist Thursday in their 
4-1 tourney win over Minnesota State. 

LOOSE LEAFS 

Friday was a day off for the Leafs … It was an empty netter that he was 
graciously trying to feed David Kampf, but Mitch Marner wound up with 
his eighth career short-handed goal on Thursday. That’s a tie with 
George Armstrong and Darryl Sittler and most by any Leaf since Mats 
Sundin retired, but only a quarter of the way to Dave Keon’s club record 
of 31 … Defenceman Carl Dahlstrom is back practising with the Marlies 
after a long recuperation from shoulder surgery. Coach Greg Moore 
hopes to get him in a game soon. Dahlstrom cleared NHL waivers earlier 
on Friday … Besides Samsonov, forward Sam Lafferty’s partner is also 
expecting a baby in the next few weeks, prior to playoffs. 
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Maple Leafs’ playoff lineup: Who plays with Matthews? Where does 
O’Reilly fit? Who’s in net? 

 

Jonas Siegel  

 

What’s left for Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe to figure out before the 
playoffs? 

Lots! 

And while it’s always important to remember that the way things start in 
Game 1 of the postseason isn’t often the way things finish, there are big 
outstanding questions for Keefe and the Leafs to sort out as the regular 
season winds down. 

Let’s sort through them. 

1. Where will Ryan O’Reilly play? 

Keefe says he has an “idea” of where O’Reilly will play when he returns 
from a broken finger (presumably) early next month. 

Where might that be? 

Keefe’s first inclination after the trade for O’Reilly was to move John 
Tavares to the wing and play O’Reilly in the middle of the second line — 
first with Mitch Marner on right wing. 

Let’s call that Option 1. 

The Leafs coach eventually got a look, a brief one, at O’Reilly in the third 
centre spot — aka Option 2. 

Option 1 gives the Leafs two potentially monstrous lines for opponents 
(aka Tampa) to handle. Stop an Auston Matthews-led group on one shift. 
Well, be prepared now to try to slow down Tavares, O’Reilly, and Mitch 
Marner/William Nylander the next shift. And so on. 

I thought we got the best look at the potential of this dynamic when the 
Leafs played in Seattle late last month and thrashed the Kraken 5-1. The 
Leafs got their first two goals that night from the line of O’Reilly, Tavares, 
and Nylander, and their final three goals from Matthews, Marner, and 
Michael Bunting. 

The Kraken used their best defenders against Matthews and couldn’t 
stop him and his friends. They used their next-best stoppers against 
O’Reilly and couldn’t stop them either. 

These were the forward lines that night: 

Line LW C RW 

1 

Bunting 

Matthews 

Marner 

2 

Tavares 

O'Reilly 

Nylander 

3 

Engvall 

Kämpf 

Järnkrok 

4 

Aston-Reese 

Acciari 

Kerfoot 

Is that too top-heavy? 

Can the Leafs get anything offensively from their bottom two lines with 
that kind of lineup (with Sam Lafferty replacing the now-departed Pierre 
Engvall)? Does it matter if those top two lines get their business done? 
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Couldn’t a third unit that features big-shot Calle Järnkrok kick in a couple 
goals in a seven-game series? Maybe? Järnkrok has four goals in 75 
career playoff games — though he’s having the best shooting season 
(18.5 percent) of his career. 

Noel Acciari — 13 goals this season — might be able to punch in one or 
two. So might Lafferty (11). 

Keeping O’Reilly up higher (Option 1) means moving one of David 
Kämpf, Lafferty or Acciari into the three-hole down the middle, a bit of 
stretch for Lafferty and Acciari especially. 

Keep this in mind Pt.1: The threesome of Zach Aston-Reese, Acciari, and 
Alex Kerfoot obliterated foes (78 percent expected goals), albeit in a 
limited sample size. 

Keep this in mind Pt. 2: Kämpf performed really well as the 3C in last 
year’s postseason (14 percent offensive zone faceoff percentage; 53 
percent expected goals), though obviously the offensive limitations 
remain. 

Keep this in mind Pt. 3: O’Reilly scored his first hat trick as a Leaf playing 
alongside Marner and Tavares. 

Option 2 makes the Leafs deeper than Option 1 — if not quite as 
imposing up top. (I’m not sure I would trust that second unit much on the 
road.) 

Line LW C RW 

1 

Järnkrok 

Matthews 

Marner 

2 

Bunting 

Tavares 

Nylander 

3 

Kerfoot 

O'Reilly 

Lafferty 

4 

Aston-Reese 

Kämpf 

Acciari 

An O’Reilly-led third line could take on matchup work for Keefe, going 
head-to-head against whatever group that includes the NHL’s third-
leading scorer this season, Nikita Kucherov. The Leafs coach could stuff 
O’Reilly and a fourth line centered by Kämpf in the defensive zone and 
free up groups led by Matthews and Tavares to start on O as much as 
possible. 

It’s easy to imagine Keefe using Option 2 at home, when he has full 
control over the matchups and can dictate which line is going head-to-
head with Kucherov & Co., and Option 1 on the road, where he can 
insulate Tavares defensively with O’Reilly. 

An Option 2-related question for the coaching staff to consider: Who 
plays with O’Reilly? 

O’Reilly struggled to produce this season when he had Brandon Saad 
and Josh Leivo on his wings. Does it make sense for the Leafs then, in 
this construction, to give him a game-breaker like Nylander? If it’s a 

stopper line, not necessarily. And yet, it would allow Nylander to 
occasionally face lighter competition (on defence anyway). 

Early in last year’s series, Nylander got some juicy looks when he played 
alongside Kämpf and Engvall. 

Then again, play O’Reilly away from Tavares and the Leafs might have 
to keep Marner with Tavares — which leaves a hole with Matthews. 

Is that where Nylander ends up? We’ll get to that. 

Some combination of Lafferty, Kerfoot, and Järnkrok with O’Reilly (3C) 
might be the way to go. 

2. Where is TJ Brodie needed the most? Which group defends top lines? 

The Leafs would be set if they could simply clone Brodie and play him on 
every pair. (Or better yet, have six Brodies running around!) 

Absent that Multiplicity possibility, the question boils down to this: Where 
is Brodie needed most? 

Morgan Rielly plays best when he has Brodie by his side. But that, 
potentially, leaves a Brodie-less combination to handle top lines. Peak 
Jake Muzzin could lift a partner like Justin Holl and create, for the Leafs, 
a formidable top-line deterrent in the playoffs. 

Jake McCabe, the Muzzin replacement, isn’t quite at that level. 

McCabe and Holl together are probably (?) over-matched against 
Kucherov and whatever Bolts join him (Brayden Point, Steven Stamkos, 
Brandon Hagel). Same story, in all likelihood, for Mark Giordano and 
Holl. 

Can Rielly and Brodie handle those duties together? The Leafs have 
given that combo those assignments at various points this season and 
they’ve done OK. It’s really a question of whether Rielly is up to that 
challenge. 

If Keefe decides he’s not, and wants Brodie, one of the best defenders in 
the game, countering Tampa’s top line, then the questions are twofold: 

Who plays with Rielly? 

Who takes on those thorny assignments with Brodie? 

Rielly hasn’t clicked with Holl or Timothy Liljegren, though it’s hard to rule 
either option out completely. The Leafs still have yet to give Rielly much 
of a look with McCabe (playing the right), so that appears to be off the 
table (for now anyway). 

The sample size of Rielly and Luke Schenn together – No. 5 picks by the 
Leafs in 2008 and 2012 – is too small (about 27 minutes) to really 
analyze, but it’s been fine and brings vibes similar to the Rielly-Ilya 
Lyubushkin combo of last season. 

Schenn isn’t quite as mobile as Lyubushkin. Do the Leafs think they can 
get the same usage from a Rielly-Schenn combo? Rielly-Lyubushkin 
essentially functioned as their No. 2 pairing against Tampa in the 
playoffs, drawing about 12 five-on-five minutes per game. 

Another possibility: Erik Gustafsson. 

The Leafs have used Rielly with Gustafsson a fair bit since the trade, 
mostly sticking those two out there together for offensive zone draws. 
The Leafs have been outscored anyway (2-0), with worrisome defensive 
results. 

That doesn’t feel like a viable combo for playoff time. 

So, let’s posit, then, that Schenn plays with Rielly in this Brodie-goes-
elsewhere reality. That would leave, more than likely, McCabe to do the 
top-line tango with Brodie. That was the original vision after the trade: Try 
to replicate the Muzzin-Brodie dynamic with Jake 2.0. 

The defensive numbers for McCabe and Brodie are encouraging enough 
defensively to think it might work. The Leafs also know that Brodie and 
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Holl have done good business together. They would have to move some 
pieces around to get there though. 

If, on the other hand, Rielly-Brodie is the starting point, the coaching staff 
is looking at something like this: 

Pairing LD RD 

1 

Rielly 

Brodie 

2 

McCabe 

Holl 

3 

Giordano 

Liljegren 

X 

Gustafsson 

Schenn 

Which brings us to the next question… 

3. Timothy Liljegren or Justin Holl? Or both? 

Last spring, Liljegren got the starting nod against Tampa. After Game 2, 
Keefe swapped him out for Holl, who stuck around for the final five 
games of the series. 

Both have gone in and out of the lineup since the trade deadline. 
Liljegren played just under 11 minutes against the Panthers on Thursday 
night. 

The Leafs definitely trust Holl (over 19 minutes in Florida) a little more. 
He’s the guy they’ll turn to at the end of close games when leads need 
protecting – over Liljegren. He’s also a first-pairing option on the penalty 
kill; Liljegren can end up as the No. 5 when the Leafs dress Brodie, Holl, 
McCabe, and Giordano. 

That’s the way things shook out for him in Florida. 

Liljegren has the obvious skill advantage over Holl (and Schenn). He’s a 
better skater, better puck mover. He can get pushed around occasionally 
though, which is in part how he ended up on the outside of last year’s 
playoff series. 

Holl and Liljegren both fit with Giordano. Neither fits great with Rielly. 
Both guys have been OK with McCabe. 

The Leafs could dress both if they want to and exclude Schenn and 
Gustafsson. They could dress both and keep one of Schenn or 
Gustafsson in a seven-D lineup. Or they could exclude one and plug in 
either Schenn or Gustafsson. 

It’s going to depend on A) whether Keefe wants to dress only six 
defencemen and B) how the top four shakes out. 

If the Leafs coach decides to play Schenn with Rielly, for instance, and 
dress only six defenders then it’s Holl or Liljegren lining up with Giordano 
on the third pair. Does Holl, who’s performed well year after year in the 
playoffs, get the edge in that case? Or do the Leafs prefer the added skill 
that Liljegren offers? 

If the Leafs don’t dress Gustafsson, they may want Liljegren to QB their 
second power-play unit. They could also have Giordano handle those 
duties, though they’ve been weary of giving him those extra 
responsibilities this season. 

I do find it hard to imagine Holl, their most-utilized penalty killer this 
season, not playing at all when the games count. 

4. Who plays with Auston Matthews? 

Keefe has explored a new top-line wrinkle recently: Järnkrok playing in 
prime time with Matthews. 

“He’s fit in really well,” the Leafs coach told reporters recently of 
Järnkrok. “He plays with poise — he can make a play. He’s willing to 
shoot the puck and he gets himself in good spots to shoot it. I’m not 
gonna say he doesn’t care that he’s playing with Auston and these other 
guys, but he’s in a spot to shoot and score, he’s gonna shoot and score 
— so you like that.” 

Added Keefe: “His game is so efficient. He forechecks and tracks. He’s 
good in defensive-zone walls. He works. He plays a smart game.” 

That is some high praise. 

Järnkrok played a season-high 18.5 minutes in Florida. He’s leapfrogged 
the struggling Bunting. 

Might he fit with Matthews and Marner in Round 1? It’s conceivable now. 
As Keefe noted, Järnkrok is trustworthy, which counts for something on a 
line that will face stiff competition from the Lightning. He does lack for 
playmaking, but that’s where Marner comes in. 

Bunting hasn’t played with Matthews for weeks. He scored for only the 
second time in 13 games against the Panthers, and hasn’t flashed quite 
the same confidence in recent weeks. 

His fit with Tavares has been only so-so. 

I wonder if he still ends up back with Matthews, but it’s no longer a 
foregone conclusion. 

Keefe has, for the most part, preferred to have one of Marner or Nylander 
with Matthews at all times since he became Leafs coach. Which one 
ends up there may depend on some of the other lineup questions at play 
here. 

The fit between Nylander and Tavares has been just OK this season. 
Sparks didn’t exactly fly between Marner and Tavares recently — though 
the Leafs have battered teams 29-16 in their minutes together. 

Nylander has played his best hockey this season with Matthews. The 
Leafs have won 75 (!) percent of the goals (36-12) when they’ve hung out 
together. 

And yet, we’re clearly seeing Keefe trend back to what’s long been his 
preference: Matthews with Marner. They’ve looked punchier together of 
late, thanks in part, perhaps, to Matthews finally feeling healthy(ish). 

So let’s start there (and keep Järnkrok in the fold for now). 

Järnkrok – Matthews – Marner 

Let’s say Keefe opts for Option 2 — playing O’Reilly as the 3C. That 
would leave Tavares with Nylander and Bunting (likely), a line that could 
be ripe for targeting in Tampa. 

But let’s go with it. 

Järnkrok – Matthews – Marner 

Bunting – Tavares – Nylander 

That leaves some combination of Kerfoot, Lafferty, and Acciari (and 
maybe Matthew Knies) to play with O’Reilly. 

Järnkrok – Matthews – Marner 

Bunting – Tavares – Nylander 

Kerfoot – O’Reilly – Lafferty 

Aston-Reese – Kämpf – Acciari 
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An alternate path would have Matthews, Nylander, and Bunting back 
together. That trio destroyed teams when they were together this season, 
albeit with wobbly defensive numbers. 

5. Who plays goal? 

This is getting interesting, isn’t it? 

Matt Murray’s last two starts: 81 saves on 87 shots. A .931 save 
percentage, in other words, in two victories. He’s looked good. 

He’ll obviously need to prove he can stay healthy the rest of the way. If 
he does, and keeps playing like this — well, Keefe is going to have a 
decision to make — for Game 1 anyway: Go with the goalie who’s played 
best all season (Ilya Samsonov) or the guy who’s won two Stanley Cups 
heating up right before the playoffs (Murray). 

Both goalies may end up playing regardless, but the race for the Game 1 
net is heating up. 

Stats and research courtesy of Natural Stat Trick, Evolving Hockey, and 
Hockey Reference 
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Bruins’ A.J. Greer is suspended one game for cross-check of Montreal’s 
Mike Hoffman 

 

By Matt Porter Globe Staff 

Updated March 24, 2023, 6:06 p.m. 

 

Bruins forward A.J. Greer was suspended one game and fined $4,121.62 
for his cross-check to the face of the Canadiens’ Mike Hoffman 
Thursday. 

Greer, who attacked Hoffman before a faceoff in the neutral zone, 
received a five-minute major and a game misconduct for the move. The 
incident occurred at 17:08 of the first period. 

After the game, Bruins coach Jim Montgomery anticipated having a chat 
with the 26-year-old Greer, who has 5 goals, 11 points, and 85 penalty 
minutes in 52 games as a bottom-six winger. 

“We talk about playing with emotion, which is great, but not getting 
emotional,” Montgomery said, stressing the suffix on the last word. 
“Unfortunately, Greersy, his stick rode up — I don’t know if it rode up his 
stick, his shoulder pad — it cut him. It’s something we can learn from, 
because you can’t take those kinds of penalties in the playoffs.” 

Greer, who has not appeared in the NHL playoffs, has been a productive 
asset for his previous teams’ AHL affiliates. In nine career AHL 
postseason games between Colorado (2019) and Utica (2022), he has a 
6-5—11 line. 

With Taylor Hall and Nick Foligno eyeing returns for the postseason, and 
energetic rookie Jakub Lauko making an impact — like Greer, all are left-
shooting wingers — it seems Greer will start the playoffs on the outside 
of Boston’s lineup. 
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Is there a Hurricane warning ahead for the Bruins in the playoffs? 

 

By Matt Porter Globe Staff 

Updated March 24, 2023, 4:51 p.m. 

 

Whenever someone asks me which team will give the Bruins the greatest 
difficulty in the postseason, I say Carolina by default. 

How could it not be the Hurricanes? Sure, they wouldn’t have home-ice 
advantage in a playoff meeting, but the Hurricanes can puff their chests 
more than any other opponent when the Bruins hit town. 

When the Bruins lost, 4-1, at PNC Arena on Jan. 29, they were playing 
their fourth road game in six nights. They were on a 1-3-1 skid, the only 
time this season they have lost four of five. But the score just added to 
the lopsidedness of the recent series. 

The Bruins’ most recent win in Raleigh came on May 16, 2019, when 
Tuukka Rask & Co. finished a sweep in the Eastern Conference finals 
with a 4-0 shutout. Since then, the Bruins have lost six games in a row in 
Raleigh, by a combined score of 25-7. 

The closest of those games was last year’s Game 7, a 3-2 loss. Each of 
the other five losses was by at least three goals. Recall that the teams 
didn’t play each other in the shortened 2021 season. In August 2020, the 
Bruins faced the Hurricanes in a first-round series in the Toronto bubble. 

The Hurricanes, who host the Maple Leafs Saturday night, are 46-16-8 
and the second team to 100 points this year. They are 3-4-0 in their last 
seven, with losses to Toronto and New Jersey and a split with the 
Rangers. 

Given how smoothly the Bruins break out when they’re on, they should 
be able to handle Rod Brind’Amour’s NASCAR-pace forecheck, which is 
highly successful in limiting chances. Carolina is No. 1 by a wide margin 
in shot attempts against (24.4 per 60 minutes) and scoring chances 
against (21.7) at five on five. Only the Bruins (96) have allowed fewer 
five-on-five goals than the Hurricanes (117). 

I still get a few emails per week worrying about the Bruins’ potential 
weaknesses. If they grab a win in Raleigh, it would check one of the few 
remaining boxes. 

▪ That said, Sunday’s game at PNC Arena (5 p.m.) could be a chance for 
Jim Montgomery to rest a few veterans. 

If they play Saturday against the Lightning, Patrice Bergeron, David 
Pastrnak, Charlie Coyle, and Pavel Zacha will have played in every game 
this season. Hampus Lindholm has missed one. 

Since returning from offseason shoulder surgery Nov. 10, Charlie 
McAvoy has played in every game. Brad Marchand, who missed seven 
of the first eight games after double hip surgery, has suited up every 
night since. And David Krejci, whom Montgomery described as “banged 
up” last week, has played in all but five games this year. 

▪ Now is the time when traveling hockey writers ruminate on which playoff 
cities they might visit. The Bruins’ path through the East looks nearly set: 
a first-round matchup against the Islanders, Penguins, or Panthers; a 
potential second-round date with the Maple Leafs or Lightning; and a 
would-be conference final against the Rangers, Devils, or Hurricanes. 

It sure does look like Buffalo, Ottawa, and Washington are out of the 
wild-card race. Am I canceling my hotel reservations in those cities? Oh 
no, friend. Doing that would be akin to putting away the shovel and 
breaking out the air conditioning units. 

▪ A recent call for mail-bag questions returned some discussion of fringe 
topics. To wit: the present and futures of Jakub Lauko and Jakub Zboril, 
and which Providence players could make an impact this spring. 

To the latter point: none of them. It’s hard enough for Lauko, Zboril, or 
A.J. Greer to crack this lineup. 
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A casual chat with Lauko last week gave me the impression that he 
understands the situation is a tough one; at best, he’s the 14th forward 
on the deepest team in the league. He would much rather be a part of the 
mix here than play every night in the AHL. He could get some run this 
weekend. 

Patience is the key for Zboril, who has been aggressive and assertive 
and has a pair of assists in his last two games and finally has some of his 
own game film to study with assistant coach John Gruden. Before playing 
in two of the last three — Derek Forbort’s injury the catalyst for that — 
the defenseman had played in three games since Nov. 13. 

“His attitude’s been incredible while he wasn’t playing a lot,” Montgomery 
said after Thursday’s 4-2 win over the Canadiens. “Now it’s, we’re going 
to get you ramped up, we’re going to get you some hockey games, you 
need to build your game.” 

▪ The Bruins again will be in position to clinch the Atlantic Division 
Saturday. A combination of a Bruins win (against the Lightning, 1 p.m.) 
and a Maple Leafs regulation loss (at the Hurricanes, 7 p.m.) would do 
the trick. 
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Bruins’ A.J. Greer given one-game suspension 

 

Steve Conroy 

2-3 minutes 24/03/2023 

 

A.J. Greer was given a one-game suspension by the NHL’s Department 
of PlayerSafety for his crosscheck to the face of Montreal Canadiens’ 
forward Mike Hoffman in the Bruins’ 4-2 win over the Habs on Thursday 
at the Garden. 

It is the first time Greer has been suspended or fined in his 99 games in 
the National Hockey League. 

Late in the first period, Greer and Hoffman were jousting with their sticks 
before a faceoff. They eventually turned to face each other and, after 
Hoffman put his stick into Greer’s chest in what the league deemed a 
defensive posture, Greer crosschecked him in the face. 

“It is important to note that this is not a case of a stick directed towards 
the body that rides up the opponent,” according to the league’s video 
explanation. “This crosscheck is delivered cleanly to the head of 
Hoffman. And while we understand Greer’s assertion that he does not 
intend to strike Hoffman in this manner, players are responsible for the 
stick at all times. This is a careless crosscheck delivered in a stoppage of 
play that strikes an opponent at a dangerous height with the force 
necessary that warrants supplemental discipline.” 

Greer has been in and out of the lineup as he and Jakob Lauko have 
been getting games on the fourth line. But with the suspension Greer 
won’t be available for Saturday’s game against Tampa at the Garden. 
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Bruins notebook: This weekend could be a tone setter for B’s 

 

Steve Conroy 

5-6 minutes 24/03/2023 

 

The Bruins’ back-to-back games this weekend had appeared to be a 
pivotal two-game set for months. They will play the Tampa Bay Lightning 
on Saturday (1 p.m.) at the Garden and then travel to Carolina to play the 
Hurricanes on Sunday (5 p.m.). 

But the importance of these two games has changed. Standings-wise, 
Saturday’s game does not matter much. The B’s have all but sewn up the 
Atlantic Division (a win on Saturday or a regulation loss by Toronto will 
clinch the Atlantic). Meanwhile, the Bolts won’t be caught from behind by 
Florida and their hopes of catching Toronto for second-place are 
dimming. 

Psychologically, however, a game against a potential second-round 
opponent at this point in the season is not a throwaway. 

Neither team wants to lay an egg in this situation and, to be honest, both 
clubs could stand to manufacture a good performance. The B’s are riding 
a five-game win streak but have needed superb goaltending 
performances from Linus Ullmark and Jeremy Swayman to win their last 
two over Ottawa and Montreal. 

Boredom and what could be an understandable if unconscious let’s-get-
this-over-with mindset might easily be what’s behind the B’s play the last 
couple of games. The Bolts are in a little more troubling situation. 
They’ve lost five of their last seven and three in a row in which they’ve 
given up a total of 15 goals. 

With Tampa, you always have to be wary that the three-time Eastern 
Conference champs are just biding their time until the real games begin 
in April. But there can be little question that coach Jon Cooper will want 
to see something more out of his talented, veteran team than what it’s 
shown recently. 

And with little concern of gaining or losing ground for either team, it could 
very well make for an entertaining afternoon of hockey. 

“I know Tampa Bay, they’re probably going through the same thing as 
us,” said coach Jim Montgomery. “They know they’re third (place), 
they’re probably going through the motions. I think they’re (2-5 in their 
last seven), but they’re playing us and we’re playing them. I expect it to 
be a good hockey game on Saturday. A lot of it is you know you may 
face these teams in the playoffs. Our players get amped up and Tampa 
Bay’s players will be amped up.” 

Montgomery didn’t want to look beyond Tampa to Carolina. That could 
be due to the usual coach-think approach of one game at a time, or it 
could mean that the results of Saturday could inform how he approaches 
Sunday. Rest for a top player or two could be more important than any 
result. 

On the other hand, a win at PNC Arena would be nice. The B’s haven’t 
won there since capturing the Eastern Conference title in 2019 in the 
four-game sweep, before the world was change by the pandemic. Life in 
the Triangle has been a lot less happy for the B’s since then. They lost all 
four games in the playoffs there in the seven-game loss to the Canes last 
spring and, in their only trip there this season, the B’s suffered perhaps 
their most convincing loss of this magical season, a 4-1 defeat on the 
second half of a back-to-back on Jan. 29. 

The Hurricanes will still be playing for something on Sunday. They went 
into the weekend barely hanging on to the Metropolitan Division lead 
despite losing rugged sniper Andrei Svechnikov to a season-ending 
injury. They’ll surely want to stay out of the dreaded 2-3 matchup that 
would land them in a first-round matchup with the Rangers, who 
eliminated them last year. 
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So, no, this weekend’s games won’t be as vital to the B’s as they once 
appeared to be. But they will be interesting. 

New trick 

David Pastrnak has a new weapon, one that was born out of necessity. 
Since his rise as an elite goal scorer, Pastrnak’s bread and butter shot 
has been the sizzling one-timer from the left circle. But teams have 
caught on, especially in power-play situations. More often than not, that 
shot is either getting blocked or altered wide. 

Lately, Pastrnak has been eschewing the boomer and taking a stutter 
step toward the slot before releasing a wrister. That’s how he scored his 
49th goal on Thursday, as well as a big PP goal in Minnesota last week. 

Pastrnak credits/blames his own team’s penalty kill for his need for 
modification. 

“We have the best penalty kill in the league so I’m pretty sure a lot of 
teams have been watching how our team kills and try to simulate that, 
which takes away the elbows a little bit. You have to come up with some 
new plays,” said Pastrnak. “The way this penalty kill is going this year, it 
took a huge step in hockey. It’s something new that you haven’t seen in 
years, playing three guys a little bit away from the net. You have to adjust 
to that a little bit, get more guys involved and move around.” 

Greer suspended 

A.J. Greer was given a one-game suspension by the NHL’s Department 
of Player Safety for his crosscheck to the face of Montreal’s Mike 
Hoffman that got him a costly major penalty and a game misconduct. 
Apparently, Rem Pitlick’s late, high check on Patrice Bergeron — 
arguably a more dangerous hit thanGreer’s ugly stick foul — will receive 
only the justice that Brad Marchand meted out. 
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Marchand sent clear message to Canadiens, and Montgomery 'loved' it 

 

by Darren Hartwell 

 

The lottery-bound Montreal Canadiens tried to muck it up with the Boston 
Bruins on Thursday night. But Brad Marchand was having none of it. 

In the first period of Montreal's visit to TD Garden, Canadiens center 
Rem Pitlick delivered a high, dangerous hit to Bruins captain Patrice 
Bergeron away from the puck. Marchand saw the hit and immediately 
took action, jumping Pitlick and wrestling him to the ice while throwing a 
few haymakers. 

While Marchand's actions put Boston on the penalty kill, the veteran 
forward sent a clear message to Montreal that hits on Bergeron won't go 
unpunished. And Marchand's head coach is fully on board with that 
message. 

"You don’t hit our captain. That was a 3-second late hit," Bruins coach 
Jim Montgomery said after the game, via Mass Live. "I loved the fact that 
Marchand made the guy pay a price for doing it." 

Here's a look at Bruins' most likely first-round playoff opponents 

Marchand is a 14-year veteran and one of Boston's most talented 
offensive players, but he still doesn't hesitate to mix it up with opponents 
and defend his teammates at every turn. That mindset left an impression 
on new Bruins forward Tyler Bertuzzi, who was acquired from Detroit 
earlier this month. 

"Everyone sticks up for each other in here. Especially Bergy the captain," 
Bertuzzi said. "Marchy did a good job getting in there, sticking up for 
him." 

Marchand has crossed the line at times over the years and put the Bruins 
at a disadvantage with his extracurriculars after the whistle. But this was 
an instance where Marchand's feisty side benefited the B's by sending a 
message that his team won't be trifled with. 

Boston also took care of business on the ice, skating to a 4-2 win to 
improve to 55-11-5. 
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Boston Bruins Greer Suspended For Cross-Check To Face 

 

Joe Haggerty 

3-3 minutes 24/03/2023 

 

The Boston Bruins and Montreal Canadiens engaged in some good, old-
time hockey warfare on Thursday night and predictably it resulted in a 
suspension for one of the combatants. Bruins energy forward A.J. Greer 
has been suspended for one game by the NHL Department of Player 
Safety after cross-checking Mike Hoffman in the face during a faceoff in 
the first period of Thursday night’s 4-2 win for the Boston Bruins over the 
Montreal Canadiens. 

The high crosscheck was the punctuation mark to an exchange between 
Greer and Hoffman that quickly escalated after a couple of quick jabs 
with the stick before the Bruins forward ended things with a play that 
earned him a five minute major and a game misconduct. 

After the game, Boston Bruins head coach Jim Montgomery admitted it 
was probably a moment where Greer’s emotions got the better of him. 

“We talk about playing with emotion, which is great, but not getting 
emotional,” said Montgomery. “Unfortunately, Greersy that stick rode up. 
I don’t know if it rode up the stick or the shoulder pad and it cut him. It’s 
something we can learn from because you can’t take those kinds of 
penalties in playoffs. 

DraftKings 

“Whenever I do talk to him, because we’re going to be off [Friday], I’ll talk 
to him about the necessity of controlling his emotions and that he needs 
to learn from it, that’s all. We’re going to move past that.” 

Certainly a Bruins/Canadiens rivalry game can cause the emotional dial 
to be running a little high, but that will pale in comparison to the 
emotional and intensity levels once the Stanley Cup playoffs arrive in a 
couple of weeks. 

But it’s also got to be confusing for Boston Bruins fans to watch Greer 
serve out a one-game suspension for an admittedly dirty, dangerous 
move, and then watch Rem Pitlick walk away unpenalized after throwing 
a very late, high hit on Patrice Bergeron in the first period that was at the 
heart of things getting heated throughout the hockey game. 

Under the terms of the Collective Bargaining Agreement and, based on 
his average annual salary, Greer will forfeit $4,121.62. The money goes 
to the Players’ Emergency Assistance Fund. This is the first fine or 
suspension for Greer in his 99-game NHL career. 
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Haggs: Felt Like Old Rivalry Times Between Boston Bruins, Habs 

 

Joe Haggerty 

6-7 minutes 24/03/2023 

 

BOSTON – There has been plenty of recent chatter about the juice being 
close to nonexistent in the storied Boston Bruins/Montreal Canadiens 
rivalry in recent years. 

It’s largely true, of course, with some of it due to the current downtrodden 
cycle of the Habs franchise as Canadiens President Jeff Gorton and GM 
Kent Hughes attempt to pull the Bleu, Blanc and Rouge out of their 
doldrums. Some of it is also explained by the lack of regular season 
meetings between the two Atlantic Division rivals in recent years as 
Thursday night’s Boston Bruins 4-2 win over the Canadiens at TD 
Garden marked the first game between the two franchises in Boston this 
season. 

For that to be happening in late March is mind-blowing stuff from the NHL 
schedule-makers when as recently as 10 or 15 years ago the two ancient 
rivals were seeing each other seven or eight times during the regular 
season. 

It’s nigh impossible to keep a rivalry going when two teams barely play 
each other and don’t ever face each other in the Stanley Cup playoffs, 
and that’s where it’s stood between Boston and Montreal over the last 
decade. Prior to Thursday night’s game, Montgomery lamented that the 
two teams will only meet a total of three times this season and won’t see 
each other in the postseason where true rivalries are born. 

“Montreal and the Bruins seemed to play each other every year in the 
playoffs. The whole decade of the 1970’s – the Flyers interrupted it for a 
couple of years – and then in the 1980’s it was the Adams Division back 
then and they would each meet Buffalo and Quebec and then each meet 
up in the second round,” said Montgomery. “I wish we played that team 
more, particularly because it’ the Black and Gold against the Red, White 
and Blue. It’s the tradition of the game, for me.” 

But the Bruins and Canadiens actually brought on some of that good, 
old-fashioned hate on Thursday in a development that probably couldn’t 
have been predicted between a Cup favorite running away with the 
league and a Montreal team once again looking at a lottery pick in the 
draft. It started with Rem Pitlick taking a run at Patrice Bergeron without 
the puck and catching him up high in a dangerous hit that Brad Marchand 
immediately responded to by tackling the Habs center in the crease and 
pummeling him for good measure. 

“You don’t hit our captain late,” said Boston Bruins head coach Jim 
Montgomery. “That was a three-second late hit. I loved the fact that 
Marchand made the guy pay a price for doing it.” 

Montgomery, a Montreal native that loved the Habs in the 1970s and 
1980s, wasn’t going to confuse it with a Bruins/Habs rivalry game from its 
heyday, but the bad blood continued when AJ Greer was thrown out of 
the game later in the first period for crosschecking Mike Hoffman in the 
face. 

A five-minute major and game misconduct certainly feels like old time 
hockey. 

“Two Original Six teams…obviously, anytime Bergy gets hit like that 
we’re going to react,” said Boston Bruins left winger Jake DeBrusk. “I 
actually didn’t see what happened, but you could just see the crowd go 

nuts, so I knew something was going on. There were a couple other 
scrums. Whenever these two teams match up, we always play each 
other hard.” 

DraftKings 

Well, it hasn’t been all that hard in recent seasons, but thankfully 
Thursday night kind of felt that way in a throwback period with a total of 
31 penalty minutes handed out in the opening 20 minutes of the game. 
There were skirmishes after that, including Garnet Hathaway chasing 
after Pitlick and challenging him for his earlier hit on Boston’s beloved 
captain, and Charlie McAvoy and Brad Marchand pulling some tag team 
action on Montreal defender Jake Evans. 

There was also Boston locking things down in the third period on a David 
Krejci goal after a Connor Clifton point shot created a golden scoring 
chance for the Czech center. But it all started with Brad Marchand 
standing up for his longtime teammate and doing it without a single 
hesitation when somebody took a liberty. 

That’s the sign of a Boston Bruins team that’s bound tightly together as a 
unit right now with one singular goal in mind, and it’s also a harbinger 
that things might start getting a little more testy between the B’s and 
Habs during their final meeting of the regular season next month in 
Montreal just head of the Stanley Cup playoffs. 

The Habs had some willing individuals like Brendan Gallagher and 
Michael Pezzetta, and Joel Edmundson, and that’s where the trouble can 
get started for them. Certainly veterans like Bergeron and Marchand may 
not even be playing in that final regular season game on April 13, and if 
so they managed to help stir up a little of that old-time hockey rivalry on 
Thursday night. 

“What I would point out is [Marchand] sticking up for Bergy,” said David 
Pastrnak, when asked about the extra-curriculars from the victory over 
Montreal. “It’s obviously outstanding, and that’s been kind of our motto in 
the team. It’s great to see when a guy like Marchy sticks up for our 
captain and definitely gets everybody going on the bench.” 

Beyond that it’s great to see the Boston Bruins and Montreal Canadiens 
genuinely disliking each other again and that spilling over to entertaining 
hockey on the ice. Clearly the B’s/Habs rivalry isn’t anywhere close to 
what it’s been in the past, but maybe, just maybe, it’s beginning to come 
back as Montreal begins to build back up into something. 

It can be nothing but good for the game if the Bruins/Canadiens rivalry is 
restored in a league that’s at its best when hockey teams really loathe 
each other on the ice. 
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Bruins Daily: Bruins-Habs Got Real; No Pride For Staals 

 

Jimmy Murphy 

2-3 minutes 24/03/2023 

 

Here’s your latest Boston Bruins and NHL news and nuggets in the latest 
Bruins Daily: 

Boston Bruins 

The Boston Bruins beat the Montreal Canadiens 4-2 in n old school 
Bruins-Habs tilt. 
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The latest chapter and 756th meeting in the storied rivalry between the 
Boston Bruins and Montreal Canadiens kicked off with some fireworks. 
Mid-way through the first period, Canadiens winger Rem Pitlick caught 
Bruins captain Patrice Bergeron with a headshot and then faced the 
wrath of Brad Marchand. 

National Hockey Now 

MTL: Here’s the view from the perspective of the Montreal Canadiens, 
who didn’t mind losing on Thursday in the long run. 

PIT: As if things weren’t a roller coaster already for the Pittsburgh 
Penguins, they found out hours before their 3-2 loss to the Dallas Stars 
Thursday that they would be without goalie Tristan Jarry and goalie 
Casey DeSmith. 

PHI: Philadelphia Flyers head coach John Tortorella got his 700th win as 
his team beat the Minnesota Wild 5-4 in a shootout. 

FLA: Twice in the last week, the Florida Panthers have moved into a wild 
card slot, and twice they lost the next game. 

DraftKings 

Before the game, the Panthers’ Staal brothers (Marc and Eric Staal) 
declined to wear Pride jerseys for warmups. The reason? You guessed it! 
The lame religion excuse! Apparently, God was OK with Eric doing it in 
Montreal but not here? Still waiting for that press release from heaven. 

DET: The Detroit Red Wings were forced to make a goalie shuffle before 
eventually losing to the St. Louis Blues on Thursday. 

COL: After signing a three-year extension earlier this week, Colorado 
Avalanche head coach Jared Bednar is pumped to push for another 
Stanley Cup. 

SJS: Could the San Jose Sharks gain some much-needed cap space this 
off-season? 

NHL 

The best player in the world, Connor McDavid, wants the best-on-best 
international competition. Will the NHL loosen up and oblige their most 
marketable player? 
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5 reasons the Lightning have struggled since the All-Star break 

 

Eduardo A. Encina  

 

TAMPA — Since the All-Star break, the Lightning have been an average 
team. 

Yes, they have shown in the past they can flip the switch when the 
playoffs start. They’ve had their share of second-half hiccups the past 
three seasons and elevated their game when it mattered most. 

And because of their resume, there’s no reason they can’t do it again 
when the postseason gets underway next month with a likely first-round 
meeting with the Maple Leafs. 

But this season’s struggles feel a little different. Every time the Lightning 
seem to make progress, when they seem to have found their game, they 
then take a couple of steps back. 

It happened again this week. Tampa Bay won five of seven (including 
two quality road wins in New Jersey) before Sunday’s home loss to the 
Devils, followed by disappointing losses at Montreal and Ottawa. The 

Lightning tied their season high in goals allowed in Thursday’s 7-2 loss to 
the Senators. 

Since returning from the break on Feb. 6, the Lightning are 10-10-5, a 
.500 points percentage. That’s a far cry from the .677 points percentage 
they owned through their first 48 games. 

As Tampa Bay heads into a big measuring-stick game Saturday 
afternoon in Boston that again could shift momentum in its favor, here 
are five numbers that explain its post-break struggles. 

Minus-12 

Goal differential in 5-on-5 play since the break 

The mark of a good team is how it plays at even strength. Sometimes 
special teams become a determining factor in the outcome of a game, 
but if a team’s 5-on-5 play is in good shape, it’s a good sign. Comparing 
shot attempts is a valuable indicator of how well a team is possessing the 
puck. But ultimately it’s about scoring goals, and in 5-on-5 the Lightning 
have been outscored by a dozen goals since the break. 

17 

Power-play goals allowed 

The Lightning power play no doubt has been up and down, but their 
penalty kill has tied for the third-most goals allowed since the break. 
More concerning is that Tampa Bay has cut down on its penalties, 
something that was a major issue earlier in the season. The Lightning 
allowed 3.27 power-play opportunities over the first 48 games, a number 
they’ve cut to 2.76 post-break. Tampa Bay’s penalty-kill rate is 79.2%, 
which is right at the league average (78.63). But in the 25 games since 
the break, the PK success rate is just 75.3. 

25 

Games the Lightning have played 

Entering Friday, no team had played more games since the break than 
the Lightning. As coach Jon Cooper said following Sunday’s loss to New 
Jersey, Tampa Bay had four games in hand on Toronto and three on 
Boston entering the break. Heading into Friday, they had played two 
more games than both teams. Saturday’s game ends a stretch of 19 
games in 33 days. That means not only fewer off days, but fewer practice 
days, too. And for a team that’s played so many postseason games the 
past three seasons (71), fatigue eventually comes into play. The 
coaching staff has tried to find places to give players rest, making many 
recent morning skates optional to report, but the mental fatigue players 
might have is incalculable. 

Like most teams, the Lightning have performed well when scoring first, 
netting points in 30 of 39 such games. But since the break, they’ve let too 
many games get away. Thursday’s loss was the third time they’ve 
allowed seven goals in a game, and all three followed the break. Over 
that stretch, they’ve allowed the third-most goals in the league when 
trailing. Their formula for success this season has been to keep games 
close going into the third period, then lock them down late. Tampa Bay is 
36-6-4 when leading or tied after two periods, but that becomes irrelevant 
when they get caught chasing multiple-goal deficits. 

46 

High-danger goals allowed 

Protecting the area in front of your net is key, and the Lightning have 
struggled to do so. But high-danger scoring chances are the best way to 
tell not only shots allowed from the area in front of the net, but also close-
in shots on the rush and rebounds in front. So the fact the Lightning have 
allowed the second-most goals off high-danger chances might best 
encapsulate their struggles. It’s not just yielding goals from in front, but 
also off turnovers that lead to in-close attempts and not covering on 
rebounds. This is the biggest trouble sign for the Lightning going into the 
postseason, where games are tighter and more defensive-minded. By 
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comparison, Toronto has allowed just 28 high-danger-area goals, Boston 
23. 
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At the Lightning, Stanley Cup rings aren’t just for players 

 

Jay Cridlin  

 

Nicole Parente was always a hockey fan. So when she was ready for a 
change from her corporate human resources consulting job, she figured 
she’d apply for a post with the Tampa Bay Lightning. She thought there 
was no way she’d be hired. 

A decade later, she found herself floating up the Hillsborough River in a 
championship boat parade, about to be fitted for her second Stanley Cup 
ring. 

“It doesn’t feel real at first,” said Parente, the organization’s vice 
president of people resources. “It takes a little bit to sink in. At first, you’re 
like, ‘Is this really happening?’ It’s a memory you can never take away.” 

For many, working for a professional sports team is a lifelong dream. 
Others end up there just like they would at any other office, sending in a 
resume because they’re qualified and the job sounds interesting. 

But when that organization is the Tampa Bay Lightning — a team that’s 
reached the Stanley Cup finals four times in eight years, winning twice — 
the ride this past decade, even for workers well behind the scenes, has 
been wild. 

“It’s a lot of dedication, which it takes a certain type of person to have 
that mentality,” said Stephen Frey, who studied theater in college and is 
now the director of game presentation. “But it’s extremely rewarding. 
There’s a lot of hard work that goes into it, but we like to celebrate just as 
much as we like to work.” 

Case in point: After the Lightning’s most recent cup win in 2021, 
employees gathered in a lounge at Amalie Arena to celebrate. Who 
should come up to join them but head coach Jon Cooper and 
defenseman Victor Hedman, Stanley Cup in tow. 

“It’s more about the people, and being able to celebrate with these 
people that kind of become your family, because you’re here so many 
hours, so many days,” said Justin Bechtold, a former part-time security 
guard who is now director of guest experience. “That’s the part that’s the 
most fun about it.” 

In a lot of ways, working for the Lightning is like working in hospitality or 
customer service — everything employees do is designed to enhance the 
fan experience, which ultimately puts the team in a better position for a 
championship. 

“Having a full building helps drive the team a little bit more,” CEO Steve 
Griggs said. “To me, it’s a self-fulfilling prophecy that if we have an 
amazing culture and amazing business that’s running on all cylinders, 
they’re going to make sure we’re taking care of our fans.” 

One big challenge is the day-and-night workload during the season, and 
especially during the playoffs, when a 40-hour work week is a pipe dream 
for most employees. The organization gets creative looking for ways to 
reduce stress and help workers avoid burnout, hosting things like ice 
cream trucks, pop-up plant shops, skating lessons or puppy cuddle 
sessions. Departments give employees mandatory “rest-up weeks” 
during quieter stretches on the schedule. 

And there are other perks, from gym memberships to discounted concert 
tickets to Topgolf sessions with Lightning players. Last year, owner Jeff 
Vinik’s family foundation gave each full-time employee $5,000 to donate 
to the nonprofit of their choice. 

And, of course, there are the rings. While the team won’t say exactly how 
many employees got Stanley Cup championship rings in 2020 and 2021, 
it was a lot. Some wear theirs on occasion; others keep them locked 
away at home. Miriam King, who works in people operations, had her first 
ring sized to fit her husband. 

“It’s going to be an heirloom in my family,” Bechtold said. “It’s really big. 
You put it on, and you’re just constantly thinking about it -- you don’t want 
to bag the table or hit the wall. It kind of means too much to wear. But 
there’s people that definitely wear them and show them off.” 

Sports is cyclical, and the Lightning won’t be Stanley Cup contenders 
forever. But by building what Griggs calls “a culture of continuously 
getting better, creating accountability and having fun,” the organization 
believes it’ll never have a problem attracting new faces. 

“I came from corporate America, and I did it for quite some time, but if I 
ever had to go back, I’d probably be challenged,” Parente said. “I would 
have a hard time. This is my only sports team that I’ve worked for, so I 
can’t compare it to others, but the culture is just different. It draws you in, 
and there’s something about it that really is special.” 

Employee comments: “The people we work with are fantastic. Every day 
is different. We get to make other people happy by providing 
entertainment and an escape for them.” 

“I love being able to connect with youth hockey families and building 
relationships out in the community.” 

“I work for the best owner in all of sports. Every day I am thankful that I 
am still employed by this organization.” 
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